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Genco, Filippo. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013. Response of Plasma Facing 
Components in Tokamaks due to Intense Power Deposition using Particle-In-Cell (PIC) 
Methods. Major Professor: Ahmed Hassanein. 
 
 
Damage to plasma-facing components (PFC) due to various plasma instabilities is 
still a major concern for the successful development of fusion energy and represents a 
significant research obstacle in the community. It is of great importance to fully 
understand the behavior and lifetime expectancy of PFC under both low energy cycles 
during normal events and highly energetic events as disruptions, Edge-Localized Modes 
(ELM), Vertical Displacement Events (VDE), and Run-away electron (RE). The 
consequences of these high energetic dumps with energy fluxes ranging from 10 MJ/m
2
 
up to 200 MJ/m
2
 applied in very short periods (0.1 to 5 ms) can be catastrophic both for 
safety and economic reasons. Those phenomena can cause a) large temperature increase 
in the target material b) consequent melting, evaporation and erosion losses due to the 
extremely high heat fluxes c) possible structural damage and permanent degradation of 
the entire bulk material with probable burnout of the coolant tubes; d) plasma 
contamination, transport of target material into the chamber far from where it was 
originally picked. The modeling of off-normal events such as Disruptions and ELMs 
requires the simultaneous solution of three main problems along time: a) the heat transfer 






with the incoming plasma particles c) the transport of the radiation produced in the vapor-
plasma cloud. In addition the moving boundaries problem has to be considered and 
solved at the material surface. Considering the carbon divertor as target, the moving 
boundaries are two since for the given conditions, carbon doesn’t melt: the plasma front 
and the moving eroded material surface. The current solution methods for this problem 
use finite differences and moving coordinates system based on the Crank-Nicholson 
method and Alternating Directions Implicit Method (ADI). Currently Particle-In-Cell 
(PIC) methods are widely used for solving complex dynamics problems involving 
distorted plasma hydrodynamic problems and plasma physics. The PIC method solves the 
hydrodynamic equations solving all field equations tracking at the same time “sample 
particles” or pseudo-particles (representative of the much more numerous real ones) as 
the move under the influence of diffusion or magnetic force. The superior behavior of the 
PIC techniques over the more classical Lagrangian finite difference methods stands in the 
fact that detailed information about the particles are available at all times as well as mass 
and momentum transport values are constantly provided. This allows with a relative
small number of particles to well describe the behavior of plasma even in presence of 
highly distorted flows without losing accuracy. The radiation transport equation is solved 
at each time step calculating for each cell the opacity and emissivity coefficients. Photon 
radiation continuum and line fluxes are also calculated per the entire domain and provide 
useful information for the entire energetic calculation of the system which in the end 
provides the total values of erosion and lifetime of the target material. In this thesis, a 
new code named HEIGHTS-PIC code has been created and modified using a new 






each of them as a continuum providing insight on the plasma behavior, evolution along 
time and physical understanding of the very complex phenomena taking place. The 
results produced with the models are compared with the well-known and benchmarked 
HEIGHTS package and also with existing experimental results especially produced in 








CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction  
Interaction of fusion reactor plasmas with various surrounding materials can produce 
significant damage to the exposed surfaces due the great amount of stored magnetic and 
thermal energies. Investigations of off-normal events due to instabilities are essential for 
many applications (from space studies to high energy physics) and are extremely 
important to establish the lifetime of the plasma-facing components (PFC) components as 
well as their structural behavior during such events. The effect of plasma impacting the 
PFC materials needs to be well studied and understood in order to mitigate the dramatic 
effects of melted surfaces, plasma contamination, erosion, surface damage and 
degradation of performance which ultimately will determine the economical and 
engineering feasibility of a fusion reactor [1-5]. The amount of energy deposited during 
major disruptions, edge localized modes (ELM), vertical displacements events (VDE), 
and runaway electrons (RE) cause significant material erosion with melting and 
vaporization of the PFC, large temperature changes in the structural material due to the 
high heat fluxes and ultimately the burnout of the coolant tubes. Primary concern for the 
safe operation of the fusion reactors is the off normal events where energies up to 200 
MJ/m
2
 can be deposited in a very short period of time (0.1-3 ms). The plasma surface 





numerical techniques to solve complex models of the plasma surface interactions 
comparing modeling results with experimental results. This problem is extremely 
complex requiring the simultaneous solution of multiple dynamics models: the thermal 
heat transfer in the material with eroding/melting/vaporizing surface (moving boundaries 
problem); vapor-cloud magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) in the vapor cloud formed above 
the PFC surface and transport of the radiation created from the interactions of plasma 
incoming particles and the vapor particles. Several numerical techniques have been used 
to solve the physical process involved, with the most commonly used being the finite 
difference method. It’s a simple approach proving fairly accurate results both for the 
thermal problem and the vapor cloud hydrodynamics especially if very small time steps 
are used. Crank Nicholson and the Alternating Direction Implicit method have been the 
most used for the thermal problem [6-9]. The Lagrangian finite difference methods 
instead have been used commonly for solving the hydrodynamic behavior of the plasma-
vapor cloud.  
With the increasing computational capabilities available for research purposes, more 
powerful and complete techniques have been developed, and new interest in old 
techniques like the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) method has increased especially when dealing 
with highly distorted hydrodynamic flows. Standard Lagrangian techniques in fact, are 
not very accurate in such cases since detailed mass and momentum transfer transport 
information are not provided with particle tracking.  
In this thesis the use of a modified and innovative PIC technique will be used in 
addition to the implicit methods and integrated with the solution of the radiation transport, 





snapshots on the dynamical evolution of the plasma-vapor cloud above the target material. 
In addition, MPI (Message passing interface) libraries are used in order to parallelize the 
code and provide a tool to integrate the code with future upgrades. The portability of the 
code (HEIGHTS-PIC) will then be insured and will make the code easy to maintain.  
 
1.2 Background: Introduction to Fusion 
Fusion reactions do occur very rarely in terrestrial conditions, but happen naturally in 
stellar media. The fusion process of two nuclei with lower masses than iron is 
accompanied by the release of a great amount of energy and it is possible in stars thanks 
to the gravitational force with overcomes the Coulomb repulsion. Achieving sustainable 
and controllable fusion power on Earth is a very difficult task since we do need to 
reproduce nature’s conditions without having the gravitational force stars have. This 
amazing goal has been pursued for over five decades now and it is still not at hand due to 
the tremendous engineering challenges behind the fusion physical process.  
In order to get closer to the goal of controllable fusion reaction, it important to 
understand which fusion reactions are more reachable in engineering terms. There are in 
fact, several fusion reactions in nature, but the most favorable for energetic requirements 

















                                    






For commercial fusion applications, the most interesting one is the one with the 
smallest cross section, which can provide energy outputs with plasma energy of 10 keV 
(roughly 810 K) while the others require typically temperatures of the order of 100 keV. 
Fusion can be achieved with two major types of confinement, inertial and magnetic. The 
inertial confinement scheme is based on the rocket effect principle where powerful laser 
beams are used to implode very small pellets of fuel in small volumes reaching very fast 
really high densities and really high temperatures similar to the ones required achieving 
fusion reactions. Magnetic confinement schemes [10-11] are based instead in containing 
and shaping the plasma with very powerful magnets and inputting into the system large 
amount of energy through several devices (resistive heating, compression heating, 
electromagnetic wave heating, and neutral beam injections). For several decades now, the 
magnetic confinement community has been focusing on Tokamaks devices. Plasma is 
shaped by the magnets as a toroid. Toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields associated with 
the stabilizing fields produced by stabilizing coils confine the plasma allowing it to be 
managed and heated up. A schematic of the toroidal device is presented in fig.1.1. 






Figure 1.1 Schematics of a toroidal device and its magnets ([13], reproduced thanks to the 
open permission of ITER Organization) 
 
and among its goals has to reach ignition, produce net energy and prove that commercial 
fusion power is possible. The task is hard since all the participants have to integrate 
perfectly and fully in order for the entire machine to work. ITER (fig. 1.2) will be a much 
larger machine than anything built before and it is a crucial step towards commercial 
fusion energy as well as for establishing performance characterizations of many 
Toroidal Coils 





components. The power and energy densities that will be generated by the ITER machine 
once operational will be of the order of 3/ mMJ in the plasma core and temperatures of 
the order close to 10 keV.  
 
Figure 1.2 Schematics of ITER with all main components ([13], reproduced thanks to the 
open permission of ITER Organization) 
 
Testing and gathering data of performance during normal and off-normal events will be 
critical and allow comparing models with real experimental data. Plasma facing 
components are expected to withstand those energies and conditions [12]. 
Among the PFC, particularly important is the performance and reliability of the divertor 





project is also trying to predict and develop damage mitigation strategies based on the 
numerical evaluation of the evolution of the plasma vapor cloud above the divertor and 
nearby components. Detailed description of the thermal stresses and possible damage to 
this key component can be found later in the plasma surface interaction presentation. 
 
Figure 1.3 Schematics of ITER DIVERTOR ([13], reproduced thanks to the open 
permission of ITER Organization) 
 
1.3 Previous Solutions Methods/PIC Methods 
To solve the multidimensional time-varying behavior of a fluid undergoing large 
distortions, slippage or colliding interfaces is still today a challenge since more and more 
accuracy is required, faster parallel algorithms as well as capacity to enrich the model 
with more and more complex situations like the presence of turbulence or phase 
transitions. Most traditional numerical techniques can be classified as belonging to two 
main groups: Eulerian or Lagrangian. Both have advantages and disadvantages that are 





Eulerian techniques have a fixed coordinates system and are considered quite robust 
in handling fluid distortions. Unfortunately suffer from numerical diffusion of any 
discontinuity traveling with the fluid itself. The mesh of cells remains fixed relative the 
observer while the fluid moves through the mesh with time. Each cell is forced to be 
homogeneous or considered to be uniform in characteristics: density, pressure, velocity 
and type of material do not change in the cell. On the contrary, Lagrangian techniques 
have a coordinate system that follows the fluid in its evolution, permitting very sharp 
numerical resolution of material interfaces. They have though a weak behavior when 
dealing with large fluid distortions [14-17] loosing accuracy and suffering from mesh 
tangling. The values of time dependent values of energy, pressure, and density are 
defined at the cells centers. 
Numerous hybrids have been proposed with time and have been invented to mitigate 
some of disadvantages of these more traditional techniques. One of these techniques is 
the Particle-in-Cell method (PIC) developed in 1955 in Los Alamos, specifically thought 
to address some of these problems and combining a Eulerian mesh of computational cells 
with a Lagrangian mesh of marker particles. In his original form [14] the PIC method was 
characterized by: a) Lagrangian marker particles with mass at points; b) Eulerian cells 
with momentum and energy at cell centers; c)velocity weighting for particle motion ; d) 
calculation cycle split into phases and e) explicit formulation valid generally for Mach 
number bigger than 0.3.  Sometimes the same technique is referred by plasma physicists 
as particle-in-cloud method because the size of the model particle is roughly the one of a 
cell and being many particles in a cell, they look collectively as a cloud in shape. 





with material interfaces and eventual deformations. Harlow describes the basics of the 
Particle-in-cell method in several papers and reports [14,16-17, 23-26]. The method is the 
attempt to combine the best features of both traditional techniques since none of the two 
is ideal when used separately. Since the initial developments, significant work has been 
done to improve the method and adapt it to solve plasma related problems [18-22]. This 
will be presented and discussed later. Even if the combination of the two methods seems 
a bit complicated, the actual implementation is quite simple. As always in fluid dynamics 
problems, the region is subdivided into a finite mesh of small zones or cells. The partial 
equations of motion are then transformed into suitable finite difference for approximating 
the values. Assuming as in Fig. 1.4 a sample PIC grid with two materials in two space 
dimensions, the density of the cell is first determined by summing up all the particles in 
the cell and then knowing the total mass dividing it by the volume of the cell. Each of the 
two materials has an equation of state, which relates pressure as a function of density and 
specific internal energy. The box in the example is subdivided into a number of 
rectangular cells to which the finite difference equations have to be referenced. Each 
single fluid is represented by “particles” whose individual mass remains the same and are 
in discrete quantities. Each of the particles is a “sample” particle and represents many 
more real ones. Some cells might be empty while other filled with both types of materials 
or only one. The quantities calculated (velocities, pressures, densities and so on) are kept 
in the memory of the computing machine and are averages of the quantities thought the 
volume of fluids contained in the cells. Typically the calculation is performed in cycles in 
which each cycle advances all variables of cell quantities and particle positions to new 






time is in cycles can be thought as successive frames of a motion picture. Harlow divided 
the cycles into three phases [14, 17, 23], described as follows. 
Phase 1: new pressures for all cells are calculated from the values of mass, volume and 
specific internal energy. Tentative values of the velocities are calculated from the 
gradients of the pressures. These values with the velocities of the preceding cycle and or  
 
 
Figure 1.4 Schematics of the configuration of particles in a coarse mesh of cells similar to 
one proposed by Harlow with two different fluids [14] 
 
from initial conditions, allow the calculation of tentative new values for the specific 
internal energy for all cells. These values are tentative because the transport term is 






finite difference approximation of the fluid differential equations can be written in a two 
































































































































In Harlow’s original model explanation, no heat conduction or any other form of energy 
was taken into account to describe the fluid motion. The first of these equations (mass 
conservation) is automatically satisfied by the particle model. The momentum equations 
in this phase are treated using only the contributions to the time derivatives that arise 
from the terms involving pressure. The transport terms are dropped since no particle 

















































                                               
(1.3)
 
which means that pressures are averaged from adjacent cells. Considering qpP 

















































                     
(1.4) 
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Cell boundary velocities are in this case averaged from adjacent cells. Harlow 
explains that the main motivation in distinguishing between p and q when calculating the 
total pressures for each cell, stands in the fact that p is cell-centered quantity while q is a 
cell-boundary one. This dichotomy will be particularly important later once the properties 
of the cell have to be “distributed” according to a prescribed law. The tentative new 


















































































                                               (1.6)
 
A similar treatment of the energy equation cannot be done due to the fact that the Taylor 
expansion for the energy equation leaves out important parts which might lead to a non-
respect of the energy conservation. Also, typically internal energy is not defined for a 
mixed cell (or cell where more than one constituent is present), so that this very important 
case needs to be treated separately with some adjustments. To proceed in the calculation, 



























                                                         
             
(1.7) 
where 
jiQ , is the total internal energy of the reference cell. The adjustments needed to 
divide into separate changes the internal energy are done at a later stage of the calculation. 












   
                                                                               
(1.8) 
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So that the total energy in a cell is calculated with: 




                                                
(1.10) 
the proper form of the total internal can be then also calculated as: 
With this equation it is possible to evaluate the change in energy along the entire 
mesh reducing it to just the boundary fluxes since all internal contributions cancel in pairs. 
Common boundary conditions are generally calculated into the third phase. From the 
values of jiQ , the values of jiINTE ,, for the two species of material under consideration 


















Phase 2 or transport of the material: Each particle is moved according to the scheme 
involving the tentative new cell velocities and carries its mass, momentum and energy 
with it. Only after the transport is complete, it is possible to evaluate the final values of 
specific internal energy and velocity using the new totals of mass, momentum and energy. 
Generally this phase is subdivided in other 4 steps or sub-phases. The results found into 
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(1.13) 
where the values of the effective velocities can be set to voru ~~  as found earlier or 
applying a velocity weighting process to be more precise and accurate. In this process the 
effective velocities u and v are linearly interpolated from vandu ~~  of the four 
neighboring cells (for a 2D approximation) that are overlapped when an artificial cell is 







Figure 1.5 Configuration of artificial grid placed around each sample particle 
 
The coefficients for the interpolation come from the ratio of the overlapped cell and 
the artificial original cell, so that an area weighting process is followed: 
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(1.14) 
After the particle is moved, it may be found lying still in the same cell from which its 
motion started. In this case no modification is needed to any of the cell quantities (recall 
no heat conduction and no external energy source). If instead the particle under study is 
moved to a new cell, new values have to be calculated and the mass fraction, momentum 























                                                        
(1.15) 
As step 2 ends, the values of mass momentum and energy sum up to their final values 
for the cycle. Proceeding to step 3 of this phase, once all particles in the system have 
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(1.16) 
with clear meaning of the values of M for the new masses for the cell.  In the last step for 
this phase (step 4), the final specific internal energies for the cycles are computed 
subtracting the final kinetic energies from the final total ones: 
    





























                                                                
(1.17) 
Phase 3: In this phase which concludes the calculation for the given time step, the 
values of total mass and energy of the system are checked using the conservation. Then 
finally the time step is incremented of the value of dt. In this phase very useful auxiliary 
calculations need to be performed as comparing the changes calculated with the changes 
calculated by boundary fluxes. Even though some round-off can be introduced by the 
significant figures used, the total energy and momentum should still be conserved. 
A specific section should be dedicated to the boundary conditions as described by 
Harlow. First of all the conservative properties of the equations should be addressed and 






insures rigorous conservation, a closer look should be given to the conservation of 































                                               
(1.18) 
These equations represent phase 1 change in momentum of a cell. Changes occurring 
in phase 2 are clearly and automatically conservative and need no further consideration 
while for phase 1 summing up along all the mesh we are left with only the values at the 
boundary or the surface. In fact the internal values cancel each other in pair. Pressure also 
needs at the boundary between an empty cell and a cell with material. To show the 
consistency of the method also with the energy equation, some more calculations are 
needed. Adding the change in kinetic energy resulting from the momentum equations to 
the change of internal energy from the energy equation, the terms similarly to the 
pressure cancel in pairs along the entire system. Across the boundary the remaining flux 
of energy is given then by: 











                                      
 
(1.19) 
According to the type of situation (rigid wall, external applied pressure) conditions might 
change. The material equation of state is specified quite independently from the rest of 
the procedure. 
This original model explained and presented by Harlow and his collogues in several 
papers [14-17, 23-26], has been with time modified and applied to several other fields. 
The first plasma related PIC simulations have been probably made by Buneman and 






including the possible interactions among them. The main reason for using the PIC 
technique in plasma science stands in the fact that the number of assumptions to be done 
in physical model is generally reduced to a minimum allowing high-dimensional 
simulations and plasma-surface interactions. The technique simulates the motion of 
plasma particles calculating all macro quantities (like density, energy, pressure as for the 
pure fluid case) from the position and velocity the particles possess. The particles are 
“simulation particles” and all equations of motion solved are evaluated for the N particles 
of the system. It has to be noticed that the velocity of a classical fluid is a single-valued 
function of position and in PIC considered a cell quantity. By contrast, in collisionless 
plasma there is more correctly a “distribution” of particle velocities and so a slightly 
different approach is necessary to get correct physical results. Since velocity can be 
interpreted as a sample particle quantity, so are electric charge, mass and position. The 
cell quantities are then the electromagnetic fields and the summed particle densities and 
currents from which they are computed. In simulating collisionless plasmas [20] it is 











D ) and recall that our 
interest is in the collective behavior of the plasma at wavelength longer than the Debye 
length ( D  ). Considering the contribution of the electric field E at a generic point p 
of the space, this value will be given by the sum of a local field ( 1E ) and the average field 
of the apparent continuum of charges outside the Debye sphere ( 2E ) so that the total 
electric field is 21 EEE  . In gas-like assembly, if the total number of charged particles 
into the Debye sphere is large, the local field may be considered equal to zero. So to 






Δ must be smaller than the Debye length (this would provide reasonable values for the 
average field). In order for the system to be stable and avoid excessive fluctuations, the 
typical number of particles in a cell must be large: 13 n . An assembly of N particles 
is then described by the positions and velocities of each particle: 


















                                                                
(1.20) 
where the force Fi for Ni ,.......,1 is the general force acting upon the generic super 
particle i, while 
ii VandX  are the multidimensional coordinate and velocity. Q is 
function of the field quantities associated with the particles. Using Lorentz’s force for the 
force equation we can write the Maxwell’s equations as follows: 



















                                                              
(1.21) 




























                                                  
(1.22) 





















provide a full set of equations to be solved into the PIC code;  and are the permittivity 
and permeability of the medium. If the system has electromagnetic forces as in tokamaks 
environments, then the Maxwell’s equations set needs to be solved, otherwise if only the 
electrostatic force is present, the Poisson’s equation is invoked to provide the particle-


















                                                                                           
(1.24) 
In order to solve the Poisson’s equation, the most appropriate integration scheme for 
the equations of motion of the particles is the leapfrog scheme: alternate time levels (n, n-
1 or n+1) are used to produce the positions of the particles (n) or the velocity associated 
(n-1). So the solution of the electric field across the general cell (i,j) occupied by the 
general particle becomes: 
 




































                                                 
(1.25) 




























                                                                         
(1.26) 
where Δt is the time step. It is important to notice that as new coordinates are determined, 
a new charge density (at n+1 time step) is defined on the space mesh by the updated 
distribution of particles. This is a key point since there are several methodologies to 






and stability of the final results. In fact in general all macro quantities associated with 
particles (n, J….) need “particle weighting”. The plasma parameters are known at grid 
points while we need to associate them with the particles present inside the cells though 
the choice of the shape function S(x). This function needs to satisfy several conditions. 
Charge conservation and space isotropy are typically the first two conditions to be 
respected: 
 







                                                                                         
(1.27) 
Both conditions are very important and are necessary. The following conditions 
instead are generally dictated by the increasing level of desired accuracy of the weighting 
scheme. Using the Green function for a simple 1D case as suggested by Tskhakaya [28], 
let’s for example evaluate the potential generated at the point x by a unit charge located at 
the point X: 
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(1.28) 
Expanding the Green function close to the neighborhood of X point (=(x - X) we get: 
       
   


























         
(1.29) 
The value of δΦ is unphysical and introduced by the weighting process. This term needs 
to be the smallest possible to reduce the error creating the condition of: 

















The shape functions can be constructed mathematically directly from those conditions 
and be very different from each other. The simplest shape function that can be used is the 
nearest grid point (NGP) with Npoints=1 which satisfies well the first two conditions. This 
weighting is called zero order and it is easy to implement but also computationally noisy. 
Much more important is the first order (Fig. 1.6) weighting scheme which assigns density 
to the two nearest grid points (Npoints = 2) and is often called Cloud-in-Cell (CIC) scheme 
[21-22,28-29]. 
 
Figure 1.6 Particle shapes for the NGP (left) and linear (right) weighting in 1D (a) and 







It is much more accurate than the NGP and very commonly used nowadays. Clearly 
higher order schemes can be used extensively but they also require much higher 
computational time to increase the accuracy of the simulation. 
Once the weighting scheme has been decided, the system can proceed into the field 
weighting which is very important to establish the macro quantities at the particle level 
instead of the grid level. In fact the solution of the Maxwell’s equation for example, 
produces the values of the fields at the grid points and needs to be transported at the 
particles into the cells: 








                                                                             
(1.31) 
Similarly for the momentum equation, it can be written:  
    
























                                                 
(1.32) 
with the subscript p stands for particle P. Also it is important to notice that this 
momentum-conserving scheme, not necessarily preserves energy. 
Most of Birdsall research papers [20-22] deal with plasma charged-particle 
simulations using electromagnetic field solutions. The particles are placed on grid as in 
the original Harlow’s work, and through the weighting process they allow to evaluate the 
macro quantities for the cells as seen above. These plasma particle simulations are useful 
in solving non-collisional plasmas. In tokamaks though where the plasma vapor cloud 
developed after the disruption develops as highly collisional, Birdsall’s technique cannot 






particles are not retained and more correctly shared with the surrounding particles. 
Expressed in terms of statistical mechanics, the molecule of plasma gas within some very 
small region establish a sort of thermal equilibrium over a very short time scale and can 
be represented in velocity space with for example a Boltzmann Maxwell type of 
distribution. Using this fundamental idea, already used for the description of motion of 
galaxies, a more hydrodynamic fluid behavior of the PIC technique can be used as 
approach.  
Motion of particles must be linked with the time dependent equations of a continuous 
fluid in order to develop the collision dominated particle-in-cell model. The fundamental 
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with p the pressure of the fluid. Density, velocity and pressure are fluid variables defined 
over the generic point  tx,








                                                                                          
(1.34) 
It is possible to write in Lagrangian form the momentum equation:  















                      
(1.35) 
and canceling the first and third terms using the conservation of mass, with the time 














The local acceleration of the fluid is then due only to the change in pressure of the 
fluid itself. In the end, to close the set of equations, there is need for the state equations 




                                                                                                 
(1.37) 











                                                                                              
(1.38) 
and is valid only for ideal gases with no production of entropy. All these equations are 
particularly simple to apply especially because simulations particles due to the molecular 
motion will transport mass, momentum and energy. Using n as number density of 
particles at any point of the grid, the equations for an ideal gas type can be rewritten as: 










































                                                             
(1.39) 
At each time step  nt  at least six variables will be associated with each particle: 
 nnYnXnnparticle emvmvmyxfP ,,,,,                                                    (1.40) 
As seen before, the Eulerian part of the calculation can be carried out calculating the 
effect of the pressure gradient in the acceleration equation to determine temporary (before 






















































                                             
(1.41) 
In calculating these values, it is important to make sure that the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy 





                                                                                                       
(1.42) 
where V is the fastest propagation velocity anywhere in the space mesh and Δ is the mesh 
dimension. If this condition for the solution of the explicit method is not respected, a new 
dt or Δt needs to be considered and the velocity recalculated.  
The important point in this procedure is that the new momenta and energy of the 
particles are obtained from the cell variables and not from the previous particle values 
using the assumption that the time is just enough to let the particles inside a cell 
equilibrate. So the characteristics of the particles are:  
 1,1,1 , ~,,,,,  njin jiYn jiXnnparticle emvmvmyxfP                                    (1.43) 
At this point similarly to what shown before, the particles can be moved to the new 











                                                                                                      
(1.44) 
Note that it is important to interpolate from the velocities of the four nearest cells 




























    
(1.45) 
where the values of the four areas “a” are clearly representing the overlap of a particle 


















                                                                                 
(1.46) 
The time step is completed once all particle variables are updated. If a particle crosses a 
cell boundary, the mass, momentum and energy of the new cell are incremented 
preserving the conservation on the entire mesh. 
The collision-dominated particle-in-cell method is simple and very flexible, but 
requires a lot of memory storage. Also, being not centered in time, stability is acquired 
through diffusion arising from the intermediate velocities. Consequently, momentum and 






                                                                                    
(1.47) 
There has been a considerable amount of work to improve the original PIC methods 
as described so far by the Harlow papers and Birdsall papers. In increasing the accuracy 
of PIC, researchers have followed two approaches. In the first one, Nishiguchi and Yabe 
[30-31] have developed more accurate momentum convection schemes for the general 
PIC technique. They still have the momentum transfer from the grid to the particles and 






changes in momentum due to particle displacements, the diffusion varies according to the 
particles displacements rather than number of cycles in the calculation. The second 
approach has been suggested by the use of PIC technique in plasma simulation [19, 27].  
Since each numerical particle represents a large number of real and physical particles 
and has assigned many important pieces of information as mass, charge, position and 
velocity, there is no reason for why more information cannot be loaded or attached to a 
sample particle being the grid a pure computational “help” in organizing data. No 
permanent information is carried by the grid itself but by the particles, which can help in 
achieving more accuracy. Mc Croy and later LeBoeuf [32-33] use full particle models in 
which momentum and internal energy are assigned to each particle achieving almost no 
diffusion but also increasing the numerical noise and multistreaming problems. So, in 
order to overcome these difficulties, Brackbill [34-36] has proposed to solve the large 
computational diffusion with the use of adaptively zoned grids. The idea was to reduce as 
much as possible the computational problems allowing the particles to carry information 
more effectively and avoiding the passage from the grid to the particles and back from 
the particles to grid points. The adaptive grid method is called FLIP (fluid implicit 
particle) and was developed at LANL. The great advantage of this methodology stands in 
assigning momentum to the particles eliminating the major source of computational 
diffusion. Besides the method allows for a difference between the velocity with which a 
particle moves though the mesh and the momentum it carries introducing the effect of 
collisions. Multistreaming is also solved with such procedure without introducing 
dissipation. The information that the particle carries is enough to characterize the fluid 






In FLIP, the fluid is constituted by Lagrangian fluid particles moving through the grid. 
The information transferred in each time step by the particles to the grid by projections 
permits the solution of the equations on a relatively small number of points. In FLIP 
typically a grid with quadrilateral zones is established as shown in fig. 1.7 with reference 
point vx . Natural coordinates (ξ,η) are defined for convenience by mapping each 
quadrilateral onto a unit square. At each vertex natural coordinates (i,j) are assumed 
while elsewhere the mapping between the physical coordinates and natural one is 
provided by the bilinear interpolation: 
  
v
v jisxx  ,

                                                                           
(1.48) 
where s is a positive and continuous function with values ranging from 0 to 1. The 






                                        
(1.49)
 
Once the grid is in place and the particles distributed across the grid, Brackbill 




























                                                                           
(1.50) 
where ρ, M , U and I are the fluid’s density, mass, velocity and internal energy 
respectively. The subscript c stands for cell so that CV  that is the volume of the cell, 






mass, velocity and energy of the particle. At each time step, the solution is advanced in 
two steps. In the Lagrangian phase, the grid moves with the local fluid velocity allowing 
no relative movement between the grid and the particles. Since the grid points are much 
less in number than the particles, this becomes a very efficient substitution. In the second 
phase or convective transport step, the particles are relocated onto the moving grid and 
the fluid information provided by the particle data. 
 
Figure 1.7 A grid of quadrilateral zones similar to the one proposed in [35] is illustrated. 
Vertices, cell centers and particles are labeled v, c and P while the shaded area 






Once the particles information has been projected onto the grid, the Lagrangian part can 
be solved using the equations of motion: 
 
    




















                       
(1.51) 
If λ and μ are considered constants, the viscous terms reduce the momentum equation to 
the standard form.  Differentiating the density with respect to time and using the fact that 
0/ dtdsP  then: 








                                               
(1.52) 















                                                                               
(1.53) 
the internal energy equation can be re-written according to Brackbill as: 




















                                
(1.54) 
Solving the momentum equation with some simplifying assumptions as assuming that the 
pressure is constant within each cell,
 
  cc VxJ 

 and using a geometric coefficient ( vcd ) 



















                                                                           
(1.55) 
the results can be written as:
 









                        
(1.56) 
Solving in a finite difference form for the intermediate fluid velocity 

vU  using the o 
superscript as the previous step: 
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(1.57) 
The intermediate fluid velocity 

vU  is calculated at some intermediate time 
 15.0   tt .Using the fluid intermediate velocities, the new densities for each 











                                                            
(1.58) 
and solved implicitly for the new density. Finally the final new velocity can be calculated 
as:
 
    /1 01 vvv UUU                                                                        (1.59) 
The internal energy of the grid is calculated using the particle energy information 
provided before and as a result there is no need to solve the energy conservation 
simplifying the process and shortening the computational time. Brackbill suggests that 
solving the particle equations of motion allows velocity, position, energy 






grid is regenerated and new particle coordinates are found to be ready for next time-step. 
Brackbill proposes also some considerations about the number of particle per cells with 
the minimum number set at 9 and Lapenta [37] reviews the necessity to control the 
number of particles in each zone in order to improve the accuracy results.  
It is worth recalling that most the improvements proposed along time and 
modifications implemented for the PIC techniques are well summarized in very important 
monographs [22, 28-29, 38-39]. Some observations needs to be done also about collision 
dominated PIC methods which are all essentially based on assuming that particle 
distribution is near to Maxwellian and so averaging the force acting on particles due to 
collisions [29, 38]. Inter particles forces inside grid cells are generally underestimated 
due to the fact that field solvers are generally excluding self-forces. Then, typically to 
compensate such effect a Coulomb collision operator is introduced. The very first models 
were simulating the exact interaction between each pair. Lately Monte Carlo methods 
have been implemented to provide a more effective and statistical treatment of the subject.  
Since most of the interesting plasmas have particle distributions far from Maxwellian, 
non-linear models have also been considered [40]. Unfortunately, very large number of 
particles is required to get an accurate velocity distribution able to provide though the 
function the exact collision force. 
Most of the non-linear Coulomb collision operators are based on the binary collisions 
model introduced by Takizuka and Abe [41]. The typical size of a PIC cell is in order of 
the Debye length ( D ) so that the interaction between particles in different cells can be 
neglected. The collision operator preserves energy and momentum in a very accurate way. 






where they belong; b)The particles are paired randomly and statistically collided ; c)the 
after collision velocities are expressed respecting conservation of momentum and energy 




















            
(1.60) 
where accordingly   221212 ,, VVandVVVVVVVVV 

. The 
relative velocity of the scattering process is then very important and can be solved using: 
  VOV

1,ˆ                                                                                (1.61) 
with  ,Ô  the matrix corresponding to the rotation on scattering angle χ and azimuthal 
angle ψ [41]. The scattering angle is evaluated from the corresponding statistical 
distribution.  
Coulomb interaction is a long range interaction. However the main contributor to 
collisionality is the cumulative and global effect of many small scattering collisions. The 
time step for the Coulomb collisions ct should be then very small so that 1 ct  
being ν the characteristic relaxation time. Even though usually ttc  , the binary 
collision operator still absorbs a lot of computational time. Several efforts have been done 
in order to improve this situation [42].  
In realistic conditions, plasma contains several neutral particles that can collide with 
plasma particles. Two schemes treat this type of collisions into PIC: Direct Monte Carlo 
Methods and Null Collisions methods. The main difference between the two 






The null collision method [39, 43-44] requires generally a small amount of particles 
to be sampled. Since in each time step only a small fraction of particles effectively 
undergo collision with neutrals, there is no need for analyzing all particles. In order to 
calculate the maximum collision probability during the chosen time, a null collision 
constraint is used: 
 tMAXeP  1max                                                                                    
(1.62) 
So the maximum number of particles that can effectively collide is given by:
NNPNN NCPARTICLESCOLLISIONSPLASMAtoNEUTRAL  max . This saves a lot of the 
computational time allowing also the NCN to be randomly chosen. The random sampling 
procedure includes the calculation of the probability of sampled particle: 
MAXMAXPPR  // 11  . If no collision takes place, R (random number between typically 
0 and 1) will be bigger than the ratio of the collision frequencies ν. The difference 
between nonlinear and linear null collision operators stands in the way the collided 
neutral particles are treated. In the linear model typically the neutral velocity is evaluated 
from the distribution (for given temperature and density frequently it is Maxwellian). On 
the contrary for the nonlinear case, the motion of neutrals is solved in the simulation 
using randomization for the collided ones. 
The direct Monte Carlo model is a common MC scheme where all particles carry 
information about their collisional probability [45] and frequently used in low 










where ν is the sum of all possible collision frequencies. The frequencies depend on local 
conditions of plasma, energy and cross sections. The average time between collisions can 
be found as: /ln Rtc  where R is again a random number from 0 to 1. During the 
simulation ct is calculated for each particle. When the collision takes place, the random 





















                                                                
(1.64)
 
If more collisions take place, the expression is modified as: 
          2121  ccc tPtPtPR   and so on. It is important to note that, as it is the 
method cannot be used directly for plasma applications since particles can accelerate 
during the collisionless motion drastically changing then the collision frequency. A 
modification to this method has been introduced by Skullerud [46]: the collision 
frequency used is the maximum possible, reducing the time of time intervals and the 
accuracy of the operator. The direct MC methods require all particles to be analyzed for a 
collision probability increasing the computational time and the memory requirement with 
respect of the null methods. A small review of collision models including collision of 
particles with different weight can be found in [47].  
Another recent and interesting application of PIC techniques is the dusty plasmas. Dust 
particles are generally much heavier than plasma ions (much more than 1000 times) and 
this feature makes this type of simulation very difficult to implement. An interesting 
exception though has been reported by Matyash and Scheneider [48] who used an 






are assumed to be immobile and the plasma interaction is modeled through electrostatic 
interaction of charged particles. Other models [49] use a PIC-MC particle collision model 
to describe the ion/electron absorption at the dust. 
Several studies have been conducted recently in order to improve to capabilities of 
PIC methodologies and make them fully parallel [50-53]. Several approaches can be 
followed but essentially any parallelization of the code has to be tailored to the problem 
itself. Depending of the underlying physics, each specific application might need a 
different algorithm in order to be solved in parallel form and be balanced. Essentially two 
different parallelization strategies have been proposed in the literature. The first one 
assigns the computational particles to processors independently from their position into 
the computational domain. The advantage of this strategy stands in the balanced 
workload for both the field solver and the particle mover, though creating a non-local 
management problem for the “send and receive” operations. In fact a particle belonging 
to a cell for which its executing processor doesn’t hold the field degrees of freedom, 
needs the data to be sent and received by a remote (master) processor thus increasing the 
communications costs [54, 61]. The second parallelization scheme is based on the 
partitioning of the computational domain among the available nodes or processors. Each 
node is responsible for the computational tasks regarding a “specific “geometrical area so 
that no excessive communication operations need to take place. However this scheme, 
especially if the particle distribution changes dynamically with time, will unbalance the 
workload leading eventually even to deterioration of the performance or failure if one 
node runs out of memory. Also particle leaving one subdomain for a bordering one might 






even compensate the benefit of a better-balanced workload. Further insight can be found 
in [55]. 
Another interesting and recent application of PIC techniques is the multiphase 
particle-in-cell method. Even though not relevant for plasma applications, it is very 
interesting since it overcomes the problems relative to mapping from the solid particles to 
the grid with interpolating functions and treating the solid particles as a continuum. The 
methodology given its efficiency and stability is ideal for industrial scale chemical 
processes involving particle fluid flows. The multiphase particle-in-cell (MP-PIC) 
method was originally developed for a one-dimensional case in the mid-1990s by P.J. 
O'Rourke [56] from Los Alamos National Lab, who also invented the term MP-PIC. The 
extension of the method to two-dimensions was performed later by D.M. Snider and 
O'Rourke [57] and in 2001 D.M. Snider had extended the MP-PIC method to full three-
dimensions [58]. 
 
1.4 HEIGHTS-PIC: scope of the code 
HEIGHTS-PIC code [59] has been created, based on previous HEIGHTS work, to 
provide a new approach using the Particle-in-cell technique to extremely complex 
problems as instabilities developing in tokamaks during their operations. The code as 
described in the second chapter is extremely complex and large. The code is formed by 
more than 40 subroutines all well integrated and connected. The physical processes 
studied and developed into HEIGHTS-PIC can be summarized as follows:  
1. Heat Conduction inside the solid target  






3. Solid target heating by incoming hot SOL plasma, by radiation and by incoming 
particles heat conduction 
4. Formation of the plasma shield and its  MHD movement   
5. Magnetic field diffusion  
6. Heating and momentum transfer to the target by incoming hot plasma 
7. Radiation transport  
8. Energy distribution between ions and, electrons with internal excitations of ions. 
The importance of this new approach can be viewed in different ways. The aim of this 
work stands in creating a not only a new mathematical/ numerical model for simulating 
plasma evolution during ELM or disruptions, but rather to provide a new tool to be used 
in several fields and applications. Modern PIC methods generally find the bottleneck of 
their calculations in attempt to provide an accurate solution of the Poisson’s equation. In 
our approach, we rather re-evaluate under a different light the fluid approach of particles 
in cell techniques acquiring the aimed accuracy directly solving the radiation transport 
equation. Potentially the technique can be used in all problems involving plasma and 
plasma material interactions ranging from lasers applications (chapter 4 analyzes directly 
laser numerical experiments run with HEIGHTS-PIC) to the study of plasma thrusters for 
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CHAPTER 2.  MODELING SUMMARY 
2.1 Plasma Material Interaction 
The thermal response of the plasma facing components is solved using the time 
dependent heat conduction equation in one or two dimensions: 









                                                         
(2.1) 
where T is the temperature, Pc is the specific heat,  is the density, K is the thermal 
conductivity and 

q  is the volumetric energy deposition rate of the energetic electrons and 
ions into the plasma. All material related properties are assumed to be temperature 
dependent and calculated accordingly. Surface temperature is calculated using the 
boundary conditions and the dynamics of the evaporation process. At the beginning of the 
disruption, as all energy is being deposited onto the material, the surface temperature 







Figure 2.1 Schematic illustration of various interactions processes with magnetic field 
during disruptions [1] 
 
 
Once the material surface is high enough to vaporize (carbon doesn’t melt for the given 
condition of pressure), a vapor cloud starts forming above the divertor. Photon radiation 
due to the interaction of plasma particles and vapor particles is born becoming more and 
more important (fig. 2.1). The heat conduction equation is typically solved in cylindrical 
coordinates with z being the perpendicular direction to the material surface (fig. 2.2, [2-
3]). In the PIC HEIGHTS models, different shapes of the incoming plasma have also 
been implemented with particular considerations to the Gaussian, exponential and the 







Figure 2.2 Schematics of geometry of the 3D Gaussian beam acting on the target surface 
similar to [3, 11] 
 
The surface temperature calculation requires the evaluation of the single portions of 
incident energy that go into conduction, melting, evaporation, and radiation. The kinetics 
of the evaporation provides the physical and mathematical connection between the out 
coming net particle flux from the surface and the surface temperature. The boundary 








             
(2.2) 






)( vTV is the velocity of the receding surface and ),0,( tzrTTV  . The velocity of the 
receding surface is typically function of the instantaneous surface temperature and other 
materials parameters. The last term of the equation is the radiative heat transfer term. It 
contains 0T which is the temperature of the surroundings,  as the Stefan-Boltzmann 
constant and  material emissivity.  
As the vapor starts building up and becomes thicker and thicker above the PFC 
surface, the vapor shielding becomes more and more efficient changing the boundary 
condition into:  







                                                         
(2.3) 
where GASq  is the net heat flux from the near-wall vapor cloud, RADq is the radiation heat 
flux absorbed at the material surface  and EVAPq is the evaporation heat flux calculated 
from the enthalpy of evaporation for the material under investigation (carbon in our case). 
The evaporation flux is calculated using the well-known Hertz-Knudsen-Langmuir 
theory of evaporation and condensation under non-equilibrium conditions providing [3]:  
       CvttVEQE etTJtJ 10/2.08.0)(                                       (2.4) 
where )(tJ  is the net evaporation flux, Vt is the preheat time in order for the vapor to 
form, C  is the collision time while VT is the surface temperature. Note that C represents 
the time scale for the recombination effects and can be evaluated as:  
  2120 /16/1 mkTna vC                                                         (2.5) 
with 
2
0a  being the scattering elastic cross section for the vapor atoms and n the vapor 






The maximum vacuum evaporation rate EQEJ can be calculated using the Maxwell-
Boltzmann relationship and using the average velocity to provide:  
  212/ mkTnJ v
EQ
E                                                                   
(2.6) 
where m is the mass per atom and k is the Boltzmann constant. 
The net heat flux GASq  due to the particle transport from the near surface vapor to the 
target can be described by the expression: 






                                                         
(2.7) 
where iv is the thermal ion velocity, iT is the ion temperature, sT is the target surface 
temperature and α is a collisional factor (roughly equal to 0.2) of the free-streaming 
energy transport. It is important to notice that the free streaming term is more important 
for high Z materials than for low ones. In fact, close to the target where the vapor is 
denser, the vaporized atoms do not move really fast making this term more important. 
Also, no electron free streaming term is considered since the surface has a positive 
potential.  
The volumetric energy deposition function is calculated in the solid target material 
using very detailed models that include also the slowing down physics of ions into solids. 
The change of phase for the surface materials considered (carbon) is also included. The 
heat conduction equation is solved in two dimensions. This requires the use of a 














where 0z is the original position of the surface at the beginning of the calculation (i.e. 
disruption or off-normal event) and v(r,t) is the surface velocity. Using the fact that in our 
problem, symmetry exists so that we can consider 0 rT  the equation transforms 
into: 















                                      
(2.9) 
that includes a convective term before not present. The boundary condition seen before 
applies for z = 0. Typically the temperature at the boundary inside the material is given 
for two dimensions but it’s fixed and equal to the ambient temperature bT . The surface 






















                         
(2.10) 
where  is the sticking probability , A is the atomic mass of the target material, VP is the 
vapor pressure and C  is the collision time.
 
 
2.2  Plasma Vapor Interactions 
Once the incoming plasma starts impinging onto the target surface heating up the 
entire system, the temperature into the bulk of the material and on the surface continues 
to rise. Once the surface temperature has reached and overcome the evaporation one, 
significant ablation and vapor forming takes place. The produced vapor will accumulate, 
expand and start interacting with the incoming plasma particles. As the vapor heats up 
more and more due to the incoming plasma energy, vapor ionization will also start taking 






their free expansion and keeping the vapor cloud compact and well over the target surface. 
This behavior enhances the vapor shielding effect eventually leading to a condition where 
all the plasma particles will be stopped into the vapor cloud. Further heating of the 
material is then provoked only by vapor produced photon radiation and vapor conduction. 
Vapor expansion into vacuum with the presence of a strong magnetic field is 
determined by solving at the same time the magneto-hydrodynamics equations for 
conservation of mass, momentum and energy given by [1, 11]: 
 
 

























                       
 (2.11) 
where  is the density,  V

is the vapor velocity , P the pressure, E the energy , K the 
vapor conductivity,
 b
Q is the incident particle flux from the incoming plasma and rQ is 
the radiation flux. All quantities of these equations are both time-dependent and space-
dependent.  
The ionized vapor particles move freely following the magnetic field lines and their 















acts as a retarding force for the expanding vapor with 
important consequences towards the final and total erosion of the plate the incident 
particle flux from the incoming plasma. The force acts mainly perpendicularly to the 






and perpendicular to the divertor plate. The radiation transport equations are not 
influenced by the magnetic field and are solved in two dimensions. The magnetic force is 
composed of two parts: the pressure force mF  and the friction force CF which is due to 














                                  (2.13) 
where 0 is the magnetic permeability and CR is the radius of curvature of the magnetic 
field lines. The current density J








                                                                                   
(2.14) 
The magnetic diffusion in the vapor cloud needs to be considered in the solution of 
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                                                                                  (2.16) 
The vapor conductivity σ for weekly-ionized plasmas is directly proportional to the vapor 









                                                                         
(2.17)
The vapor equations are solved in 2D coordinates system along and across the 






(perpendicular to the divertor and parallel to the divertor). Joule heating of the vapor 
cloud is also considered and evaluated in this phase of the calculation. In order to 
evaluate the eroded mass due to the disruption on the reference target surface, the 












                                                                  
(2.18) 






























































































































































































         
(2.19)
 
where eT is the target plasma electron temperature, σ is the plasma conductivity and 

j  
the electric current density. Also, 

B  is the magnetic field inductance, ρ,







plasma density, the velocity, thermal energy and the pressure while radS  is the radiation 
heat flux. No viscosity term is considered given the high heating due to the incoming hot 
plasma. Q is the power density deposited to the target plasma and the target by the 
incoming hot SOL plasma by collisional stopping.  






and the equation of the magnetic field are 
rewritten using Ohm’s law and Maxwell’s equation, the system of equations can be 



























































































































































































































































In the last equation, it is clear that the first term on the right side describes the 
diffusion while the second describes the convection of the magnetic field. Along the three 


























































































































































                        
(2.21)
 
In the solution of the systems of equations, very important are the boundary 
conditions imposed to the computational domain. In particular, they need to be imposed 
on all the four sides of the domain with special consideration to the treatment of the heat 
transport inside the solid target. It is assumed that the target is a bulk material so that a 
reflective boundary condition is imposed with the addition of a source due to 
vaporization. For the “side walls “(still considered as computational domain since the 
only effective and real wall is the target itself) reflective boundary conditions are chosen.  
This means that the plasma expansion is stopped at rigid walls or at the boundary. 
The artificial mesh created around the computational domain to impose the boundary 
condition can then be determined assigning to those cells precise values. The momentum 
perpendicular to the boundary cells has generally opposite sign with respect to the 
neighboring meshes. All the other values (as temperature, pressure, density or mass 
associated to the cell) are kept identical to the fist mesh while energy is imposed equal to 
zero. 
The value of Bx is not assumed to be frozen at the graphite target and posed equals to the 






2.3 Radiation Transport and optical properties of plasma  
It is the solution to the radiation transport that finally determines the net energy flux 
arriving onto the target material and consequently the net erosion as well as the final 
lifetime of the PFC [1, 11]. As vapor becomes thicker and thicker above the target 
surface, the plasma particles start slowing down more and more up to a point in which 
they are totally stopped into the vapor cloud. Their energy is then deposited into the cloud 
causing continuous vapor heating and vapor photon emission. The plasma energy is then 
indirectly transmitted to the surface through photon radiation. Radiation transport then 
plays a fundament role in determining the final parameters for the target and its ability to 
withstand degrading conditions. The solution of the radiation transport equation and the 
optical properties of the plasma were implemented from the previous HEIGHTS work [1]. 
A summary of that work is given below. 
For quasi-stationary conditions the transport equation for the radiation has the form [1]: 
  II 

                                                                
(2.22) 
where I is the radiation intensity ,  
is the
 
frequency ,   is the vapor emissivity, 

 is 
the solid angle and   is the absorption coefficient. Given the highly dynamical 
development of the disruption/instability process, the radiation process cannot be 












                                                
(2.23) 
Based on the carbon available atomic data, the collisional-radiation (CRE) 
equilibrium model is used into HEIGHTS-PIC to calculate the ion population balance of 






coefficient at each time step [1, 11]. Collisional processes include collisional excitation 
and re-excitation, collisional ionization and three-body recombination. The populations 
of atomic levels are determined from detailed analysis of collisional and radiative atomic 
processes. The latter ones can include discrete spontaneous transitions, photo 
recombination and dielectric recombination. In a collisional process, free electrons 
transfer energy to bounds electrons (excitation and ionization) while in pure radiative 
processes; photons transfer all their energy to electrons via inverse Bremsstrahlung 
radiation, photo-excitation and photoionization. Collisional de-excitation, recombination, 
radiative de-excitation, spontaneous and induced emission, bremsstrahlung and dielectric 
recombination are all inverse processes. 
Using the output results for the level populations just described, the emission and 
absorption coefficient are calculated evaluating the transition probabilities between the 
various energetic states. Transitions taken into account are the free-free, bound free and 
bound-bound type. This last transition produces an emission or absorption of line 
radiation. Bound-free transitions instead result in continuum recombination radiation and 
are due to the transitions of electrons from the bound state to the free state.  
Typically for values of plasma densities above 31810 cm  and relative low 
temperatures (less than 10 eV for example) plasma can be considered in local 
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). In such conditions, plasma is dominated by 
recombination and de-excitation processes: Saha equation is used for the calculation of 
ions concentration, while both emission and absorption coefficient are considered 






For values of plasma densities below 31710 cm  instead and temperatures bigger than 
10 eV, the LTE approximation cannot be considered valid or applied since recombination, 
dielectric recombination and radiative de-excitation become much more important and 
cannot be considered negligible anymore. Non-LTE plasmas exhibit typically a lower 
ionization degree as well as a population of exited levels. For such reasons the emission 
coefficients of non-LTE plasmas are smaller.  
In optically thin plasmas, the transitions frequencies of all atomic processes are 
dependent solely on density and temperature. For this reason, radiative excitation and 
ionization processes have a negligible influence. In optically thick plasmas, reabsorption 
of radiation is occurring. Radiative excitation and ionization have to be calculated as well 
as their transition probabilities. Both these quantities depend on the local radiation flux, 
which is typically obtained from the transport calculations: in this case calculations are 
performed for plasma with constant density and temperature.  
Hydrodynamic equations are generally written in form of pressure and internal energy 
while the equations of radiation transport are generally written in function of the density 
and temperature. The two processes are solved self-consistently while the equation of 
state for carbon represents the link between these two processes. The radiation transport 
equation system also uses additional information regarding the ionic and electronic 
concentration in the plasma which depend on the populations of atomic levels and charge 
distribution in each examined cell of the mesh. To solve the radiation transport along 
each time step, the absorption and emission coefficients are calculated per each cell. They 
depend on temperature, density and are also function of the frequency of absorbed and 






for each time step, the populations levels and cross-sections of the atomic processes have 
to be evaluated. For getting highly accurate results, the populations of atomic levels and 
ion structure of the plasma need to be calculated. Several assumptions can be made and 
accounting or not all different atomic processes will influence the degree of confidence of 
the results. The use of the tabulated values for the energy levels, oscillator strength and 
other atomic parameters for carbon allows the calculation of photoionization cross-
sections and in this way the evaluation of the radiation broadening of spectral lines. 
The ionization structure of the plasma and populations of atomic levels can be found 










                                               (2.24) 
where iN is the population of atomic levels i produced by the transitions from this level 
to other level j (with transition rate equal to jiK , ) and the transitions from other level j to 
the level i (with transition rate equal to ijK , this time). If the ground level is i, then this is 
the ion concentration in the plasma. To be complete, one equation for each atomic level 
needs to be written creating a system of equations. If atomic transitions are much faster 
than the typical thermodynamic processes of the plasma, then the atomic system can be 







                                                    
(2.25) 
so that:











Since the kinetic rates of radiation and photoionization strictly depend on radiation 
flux, the equations just seen need to be integrated with frequency-dependent equations of 
radiation transport which are defined by the radiation process in the whole plasma 
domain. The problem is then spatially non-local and requires more attention. The CRE 
approximation in general accounts for collisional processes, photo de-excitation and 
photo-recombination while it neglects the processes of photo-excitation and photo-
ionization. This means that locally the approximation well describes the characteristics of 
optically thin plasma in a wide range of temperature and density. The model con be 
further simplified leading to important specific applications as the coronal model. In this 
approximation excited states are connected only with the ground state so that only 
collisional excitation and radiation de-excitation are considered. These effects are typical 
of very hot, optically thick plasmas. The collisional-radiative (CRE) model has been 
developed to fill the gap of several orders of magnitude in electron density where neither 
LTE nor corona equilibrium is valid and used in HEIGHTS-PIC because suits the need of 
the calculation. Collisional transitions as well as radiative decay from higher bound levels 
are considered united with three-body recombination and radiative recombination. This 
methodology is complicated and computationally very intensive but also quite accurate.  
Transition rates jiK , are defined by the interplay of radiative and collisional processes. 
Different transitions are described by different processes: the transition to continuum 
spectrum is defined by the electronic collisional ionization while the discrete transitions 
from lower level to higher levels are described by the electronic collisional excitation. 
The rate of transitions to the lower level can be obtained from the radiative spontaneous 






taking into account dielectronic recombination, three-body recombination and photo-
recombination. The first one in particular, is determined by the ion capture of an electron 
and concurrent excitation of the associated electron: this leads to a spontaneous transition 
to the ground state. Also in the calculation for the ionization and excitation rates the 
radiative processes of photo-excitation and photoionization need to be considered. This 
complicates the sets of equation since the processes are generally defined by non-local 
plasma properties (inserted as inputs) making the solution of the algorithm quite complex. 
For calculating the opacities of the plasma acting on the entire computational mesh, it 
is important to evaluate all three main contributions coming from the Bremsstrahulung 
radiation, the photo-ionization from the ground, excited and inner cells, and finally the 
discrete transitions. Each effect is described by the corresponding cross section whixh 
needs to be evaluated. The profiles of spectral lines need special attention since all 
broadening mechanisms (Doppler, Stark and radiation) might be important according to 
the conditions of the plasma. So in the CRE approximation, the total absorption 
coefficient TOTK depends on local values of density ρ, the temperature T the ionization Z 
of the plasma. The total value is calculated summing up the contribution from each free-
free transition, bound-free and bound-bound transitions and can be written typically as: 





















































with i and j the energy states : j is the excitation level while i is the ionization state.   
Special attention should be put in calculating the line profile due to broadenings 
mechanisms. Atomic and ionic spectral lines originate from specified electronic 
transitions between very well defined energy levels of atoms and ions. The lines though 
are not sharp because of several broadening mechanics so that the effective line has a 
finite width. The mechanisms that contribute to the finite width of the line profile are four: 
natural broadening, Doppler broadening, Stark broadening, and interaction with 
neighboring particles. Natural broadening arises from the finite lifetime of an ion in some 
given state which leads to the corresponding energy spectrum. Radiation damping always 
exist even though often is not a very effective broadening mechanism. Doppler 
broadening is due to the thermal motion of the emitting or absorbing atoms. It results in 
shifting the wavelength of moving radiating particles. Stark broadening appears due to 
the presence of an external static electric field, which acts on electrons of an atom in any 
moment. Fast changes of the field result in a splitting effect. The broadening of the Stark 
effect can be significant with respect to the natural one. It is also important to notice that 
collisional broadening is negligible at temperature below 1 eV because plasma is 
essentially composed by neutral atoms at that stage and electronic density is also very 
low (low temperature plasma). Doppler broadening in such plasma is more important but 
still quite small at low temperatures. In highly ionized and moderately dense plasmas (as 
in tokamaks) Stark broadening is definitely the dominant effect and becomes more and 
more effective as temperature and density rise. In fact the energy levels within a single 
atom may be modified due to the electric field of nearby atoms or ions. 






in presence of optically thick plasma or external energy applied, the CRE model needs 
modifications so that the model becomes self-consistent and non-local. Additional effects 
are added in HEIGHTS-PIC case and they generally depend on the initial state of the 
problem. In particular, the photoionization process is particularly important in the 
description of plasmas with high temperature gradients and only if an outer plasma 
source is present since plasma cannot generate radiation that is energetically higher than 
the ionization potential of its major ion. 
For both continuum radiation and line radiation, the set of self-consistent equations are 
given in the following paragraphs and can be checked using references [4-9].  
 
2.3.1 Continuum radiation transport   
The system of equations describing energy transport by the continuum radiation is 
based on the followings [1]:  








                    
(2.29)
 

















frequency ,   is the vapor 
emissivity, 

 is the solid angle and   is the absorption coefficient, Q represents other 
energy sources and J is the angle-averaged radiation intensity: 
  dIJ  4
1









and   /S  
is the source function. In LTE, the source function is the Plank function
 
B and depends only on temperature. 
Discretizing in time and linearizing about the actual temperature 0T the material 
energy equation: 
    tQdSJtTTcT    
0
0
                                   
(2.32)
 
where Tc is the specific heat for the total system of matter and radiation. Combining this 
equation with linearized version of the transport, it follows:  
   













































                       
(2.33) 
In this equation the integral term couple together intensities for all frequencies and for 
all angles. In our case, the entire space is divided into 8 fundamental directions or rays 
and the equation solved for each single one accounting for a portion of the real diffusion 
and movement of the radiation field. 
 
2.3.2 Line Radiation Transport 
In this case, the fundamental equation for radiation transport is combined with the 
atomics kinetics rate equation [1, 10]:  























where Y is the vector representing the population densities of the atomic levels and A is 
the rate matrix. The total rate Aij connecting two generic atomic levels i and j, includes all 
collisional and radiative transitions both discrete (bound – bound) and continuous (free- 
bound). The different populations respond to radiation through the effects on the 
transition rates. Both absorption and emission coefficients are calculated similarly to the 
procedure explained in [10]. The entire system of equations of HEIGHTS-PIC is well 
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CHAPTER 3.  HEIGHTS-PIC CODE STRUCTURE 
3.1 Introduction 
 
HEIGHTS-PIC is a FORTRAN code composed of 1 main program and 44 
subroutines solving the entire problem of highly energetic tokamaks plasma impinging on 
a carbon divertor plate, eroding the material and then interacting with the vapor cloud 
formed and expanding as a consequence. In this section the entire code will be explained 
and motivated showing the entire logical and mathematical structure.
 Before starting explaining the logical flow chart of the code (see Appendix A), it is 
important to review some of the fundamental assumptions made to develop HEIGHTS-
PIC. First of all the geometry used is based on a natural distribution of the three axis (X, 
Y and Z). The first one (X-axis, fig. 3.1 and 3.2) is perpendicular to the divertor plate and 
it will provide a spatial measure of the evolution of the plasma above the target. The Y-
axis is the radial direction of the toroid and is also the “poloidal direction “for the B field. 
The Z-axis instead represents the toroidal direction for the B field. The computational 
grid (fig. 3.2) where the mesh will be placed is so perpendicular to the plate and provides 







Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of HEIGHTS – PIC geometry and axes [7] 
 







The mesh is formed by rectangular cells having X and Y components. The number of 
cells along X and Y can be chosen arbitrarily, as the inclination of the divertor plate with 
respect to the natural axis Xnat and Ynat (fig. 3.3). 
 
Figure 3.3 Schematic illustration of HEIGHTS – PIC geometry and axes with angle [7]. 
 
The toroidal angle (or magnetic angle) can also be chosen and it is the angle between 
the B field and the divertor plate. 
The initial state of the computational mesh is defined having some cells (the ones 
directly facing the divertor or target plate) filled with neutral vapor with a specified initial 
density. Some important assumptions regard the absence of motion along the Y-axis as 








3.2 Main assumptions 
 
The plasma disruption is then numerically “interpreted” as a beam of energy with 
specified characteristics as the shape, flux, and maximum intensity. In particular 
HEIGHTS-PIC supports so far three fundamental beam shape as the uniform one, the 
Gaussian one and the exponential one with peak close to the striking point on the divertor. 
The plasma beam acts similarly to a “thermal imprint” onto the target surface. Given 
those assumptions, the particle motion will be onto the X-Y plane with diffusion across 
the B field along the X direction. In this particular case, using the Braginskii equations 
[1], it is easy to verify that for the given ITER operating conditions, heat conduction 
across the B field can be considered negligible leading to the fact that only Kǁ is 
significant (fig. 3.4). 
 
Figure 3.4 Schematic illustration of HEIGHTS – PIC geometry, axes, and diffusion 






Sample particles or super particles are assumed to have a finite size dimension (1D) 
which is generally provided by the dimension of the cell (along Y) divided by the number 
of initially loaded particles. It is useful to remember that the code is developed in such 
way that particles are arranged in a “layered” way respecting always this configuration 
during their evolution and eventually piling up in layers along the other direction, which 
is X. For this reason the values of the “layers” along the X direction change per each cell 
of the mesh dynamically along time and due both for the motion and the eventual new 
production of new particles .Whenever the mass of vapor exceeds a pre-established value 
a new super particle is produced. This pre-established value of mass can be changed 
defying the results more accurately according to how much mass a single super particle 
effectively represents. 
The particles methodology used in HEIGHTS–PIC is similar to the one identified by 
Belotserkovksii and Davidov [2-3] called “coarse particle method”. In fact, the original 
differential equations describing the physics of the phenomena are split according to the 
physical processes they represent. The method has been widely used in the past to solve 
gas-dynamic flows, diffraction problems and transonic flows. The classical Particle–in-
cell sub steps are present: Eurlerian, Lagrangian, and a final one. In the first one, the 
internal variation of a sub- system is evaluated. Davydov calls this subsystem “large 
particle” [2]. At this stage, the fluid is considered constrained and only quantities of the 
cell are modified allowing the cancellation of the convective terms (as the divergence if 
density, velocity, etc.). Translational effects are then absent in this stage and the density 
can be considered “frozen” [2, 4]. The motion of the subsystem is analyzed into the 






the boundaries is assumed to be moving only with component perpendicular to the 





ji   ,2/1,2/1,2/1                                                 
(4.1) 
It is important to notice that ρ and u are quantities at the cell boundaries. According to 
Davydov the choice of these parameters is extremely important for the stability of the 
system and the accuracy of the general computation. Various schemes exist and various 
approximations can be used also for momentum and energy flows.  
The final step the fields Eulerian parameters for the flow are found at the time
ttt nn 1 . The conservation of mass, momentum and energy are applied. The 
conservation is insured by the total energy E. This methodology can be considered as a 
different application of the splitting method [2]. A similar application had been 
developed by Anuchina [5], still using the splitting method as development of the 
Harlow’s particle in cell original one for solving gasdynamical problems involving large 
deformations. In that case, though sample particles were effectively considered having a 
geometrical dimension: both one-dimensional and two-dimensional particles are 
examined in order to reduce the fluctuations especially in the Eulerian step of the 
methodology. In our case, HEIGHTS–PIC uses one-dimensional particles which are 
arranged in “layers” along the cell which is subdivided along the Y-axis n times. Each 
particle occupies one segment and when more are produced or transported they are 
simply allocated one on top of the other but without a physical dimension along the X-
axis. The particles are not cylindrical (as in [5] nor spherical or quadrangular as in [6]). 






target plate while particles reaching the left or right side of the computational domain 
might be “lost” by the system. Also, in the computational solution, for the upper 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND BENCHMARKING 
4.1 Introduction 
Several experiments have been performed with magnetized plasma streams in order 
to reproduce similar conditions to the ones presents during an ELM and/or Tokamak 
disruptions. In particular, at TRINITI in Troitsk, Russian Federation and at the QSPA 
facility in Kharkov, Ukraine several experiments have been done aiming to study 
experimentally the behavior and performance of high temperature magnetized plasma 
with different target materials [1-3]. Even though, those facilities can reproduce similar 
heat loads on plasma facing components effectively present in tokamaks, some of the 
other conditions as strength of the magnetic field, pulse duration and energy density can 
differ significantly leading to very different results in target erosion. Results need then to 
be carefully and critically interpreted with respect to tokamak relevant conditions.  
Pulsed plasma gun MK-200UG generates plasma with ion energy keVEi 1  and 
density 3151051  cmXn . The magnetic field provided in the machine is, in proximity 
of the target, equal to 2 T. The pulse is typically relatively short in duration ( s5040  ). 








Figure 4.1 Basic scheme of the MK-200UG machine used in Troitsk, Russia [1] 
 
The facility consists of a pulsed plasma gun, a long drift tube and a target chamber. 
Hydrogen plasma is typically injected into the drift tube where the plasma is compressed 
and magnetized. The scheme of the MK-200 CUSP is similar even though the drift tube 
is much smaller making some of the plasma parameters at target different. The ion energy 
is maximum equal to 1 keV while the pulse duration is much shorter (7-12 μs).  
The energy densities of the two plasma guns are comparable (1400 J/cm
2
 vs. 1500 
J/cm
2
) while the peak magnetic field at the target can be higher in the MK-200 CUSP 






In the QSPA the typical values of the magnetic field are around 0.55 T while the pulse 
duration can be much longer (from 200-300 μs up 600 μs). Energy density is typically 
equal to 700 J/cm
2
 [3]. 
The results available in the literature from the MK-200 UG have been used to do a first 
benchmarking of HEIGHTS-PIC code. 
 
Figure 4.2 Basic geometrical scheme used in HEIGHTS-PIC benchmarking [41] 
 
The results also available from other similar computer packages as FOREV-1/ 
FOREV-2 [5-6] and have been used to compare the behavior of HEIGHTS-PIC computer 
package for off-normal conditions relevant to tokamaks. In the following sections, 
comparisons with experiments are critically evaluated and discussed. A geometrical 






HEIGHTS-PIC (fig.4.2) which is also similar compared to the one used into FOREV-1/ 
FOREV-2 [5-6]. 
Then an entire section is dedicated to the comparisons with HEIGHTS computer package 
[9] results produced for an ELM event with respect to ITER relevant conditions.   
HEIGHTS-PIC was then modified to perform laser numerical experiments to provide 
more comparisons for benchmarking. The last section of this chapter is dedicated to Laser 
comparisons done using several data published in the literature for laser experiments [23-
25, 27, 32] and also using some in-house experiments performed using a ND:YAG laser 
of the CMUXE laboratory at Purdue University . 
 
4.2 Benchmark with the MK200-UG facility Experiments 
In evaluating the conditions present in the MK-200 UG facility, particular attention has 
been given to interpret numerically both the beam shape and its progress along time. It 
assumed for the simulations run with HEIGHTS-PIC that the beam has a Gaussian shape 
power density profile with full width half maximum of 7.0 cm. The peak of the power 
density is equal to 35 MW/cm
2
 and the total working time for the plasma gun is 50 μs. In 
the MK200 plasma gun, the time evolution of the power density provided has been 
interpreted for our calculations in three different ways. In fact, it is highly probable that 
the gun does not reach immediately full power (case with a quadratic beam shape along 








Figure 4.3 Evolution along time of the beam power flux over the target plate: step beam 
rise with only 6 cells along the target plate (step rise) 
 
For this reason two different linear rises were chosen for the beam: 5 μs and 10μs as 
shown in figure (4.4 and 4.5). It is also probable that the beam is not kept at the peak for 
most of the time but rather starts “fading” just before the end of the experiment. For this 
reason an exponential fading profile has been chosen for the last part of the beam 
evolution starting at 45 μs. For both linear rises cases the beam remains at its maximum 







Figure 4.4 Evolution along time of the beam power flux over the target plate: beam rise 5 
μs (with 18 cells along the target plate) 
 
The beam time evolution is an important factor for calculating the final erosion as 
well as the total hydrodynamics evolution of the plasma-vapor system. Besides the 
computational mesh used for mapping the space over the target plate (in terms of number 
of cells) is critical for both accuracy and computational time. In the simulations here 
presented while along the X (perpendicular) axis the number of cells was the same, it was 
varied along Y axis. The incoming beam was then more and more close to reality and the 







Figure 4.5 Evolution along time of the beam power flux over the target plate: beam rise 
10 μs (with 18 cells along the target plate) 
 
The total energy provided in the three temporal profiles differs for a number close to 
7%. This fact though does not make results very different from each other as it will be 
shown later. The guiding magnetic field for all cases is 2 T at the target position and as 
used in the experiments. The target dimensions were 10 cm by 10 cm. Also, in order to 
verify some of the characteristics of the new PIC technique used into HEIGHTS-PIC, 
several simulations have been run using different initial particle loadings. In all 
simulations results here presented, the computational grid was formed by 30 cells 
perpendicular to the plate and 10 or 20 along the target itself making the dimension of 






been done in order to find the ideal dt which stabilizes the calculations into the loops 
providing at the same time the level of accuracy required. 
 
4.2.1 Erosion and Carbon Surface Temperature 
The evolution of the erosion of the carbon target plane can be seen in the following 
figures (fig. 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8). As plasma energy reaches the plate, the temperature of the  
 
Figure 4.6 Calculated erosion profile (step rise) in a typical MK-200 experiment 
simulation with HEIGHTS- PIC (5 sample particles initial loading). 
 
solid carbon increases reaching fast the sublimation point (for carbon in these conditions 






Close to the target density increases and vapor-plasma interaction also starts. As we can 
see from the figure number 4.8, even though the final erosion profiles look all similar in 
shape, they provide final erosion values according to the number of initial neutral vapor 
 
Figure 4.7 Calculated erosion profile (step rise) in a typical MK-200 experiment 
simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (155 sample particles initial loading). 
 
particle loading per cell. If not enough sample or big particles are provided, the results 
are not so accurate. As the number of particles increases (in this case from 5 to 155 






value of 0.10 μm for pure carbon [1, 3, 7]. The same calculation though seems to provide 
an erosion value much lower of the one reported for the MPG8, which a doped Russian 
tokamak graphite reported at 0.40 μm for the same conditions. 
 
Figure 4.8 Calculated erosion profile (step rise) in a typical MK-200 experiment 
simulation with HEIGHTS- PIC (5 vs. 155 sample particles initial loading). 
 
Looking at the evolution of the erosion along time, it is immediately evident that even if 







Figure 4.9 Calculated erosion profile evolution (step rise) in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS- PIC (5 vs. 155 sample particles initial loading). 
 
one is much more smoother and numerically stable as expected. The effect of the number 
of super particles representing the plasma is critical for the precision of the calculated 
values but will be discussed further in another section.  
Also the trend towards the saturation value (due to full efficiency of the screening effect) 
appears to be different since in the first case (N=5) the increase in erosion is essentially 






finally its expansion phase. In the other case instead (N=155) it appears to proceed 
smoothly starting the plasma vapor expansion around roughly 8 μs. In both cases erosion 
stops increasing just before the exponential fading part start at 45 μs .The computational 
grid used was 6x30 for both cases. This result shows as expected that increasing the 
number of sample particles in the initial loading, produces much more accurate results 
due to higher representativeness of the effective atoms and molecules present in the 
plasma-vapor cloud. 
It is useful to compare these results with the one produced by FOREV-1/FOREV-2 
(Fig. 4.10). Even though, this computer package is essentially a hydrodynamics one, the 
results proposed are relatively close to the ones published in the literature and produced 
by the experiments but considering graphite MPG8 and ranging from 0.32 μm to 0.48 μm 
according to different vales of the energy transport to the target(i.e. coefficient α). In this 





/s. It has to be said that as noticed in the experiments conducted at the 
MK200 facility [8], different carbon based materials reacts differently [38]. In fact when 
the thermal stress value of the intergranualar bond of graphite granules exceeds the 
failure value, the bond brakes and brittle destruction occurs. When brittle destruction 
occurs, the erosion value greatly increases since major size particles are ejected into the 
plasma [38]. A fraction is vaporized while superficial cracks keep developing. 







Figure 4.10 Calculated erosion rate in a typical MK-200 experiment simulation with 
FOREV-1/FOREV-2 [6] (reproduced with permission) 
 
In this case four different values of erosion are reported. For more exhaustive 
explanation, check appendix A2 of the relative reference. In general though it can be 
noticed that the calculated values by FOREV-1/FOREV-2 are much bigger than 







It is also very important to examine the plasma shield dynamics along the time while 
the eroded surface develops as well as the behavior of the carbon plate itself. Analyzing 
the variation of the surface temperature at the Separatrix (peak point for the Gaussian 
beam and center of the plate), it is evident for both cases here presented that it increases 
very rapidly in the first 2 to 3 μs. As shown in figures 4.11 and 4.12, the peak is reached 
with values close to 5350 K (5334 K for N=5 and 5342 K for N =155).  
 
Figure 4.11 Calculated temperature evolution in a typical MK-200 experiment simulation 







Figure 4.12 Calculated temperature evolution in a typical MK-200 experiment simulation 
with HEIGHTS-PIC (155 Particles) 
 
The trends of the surface temperature are similar and not much difference exists in the 
stability of the solution for different initial particle loading. It is worth recalling that in 
the simulations here presented the plate was preheated starting at a value close to 2970 K). 
It is important to notice that the temperature of the surface remains relatively constant for 
most of the period in which the power beam flux is at its maximum (Sbeam=35 MW/cm
2
) 
starting to decrease around 12-13 μs. The decrease in surface temperature is more 
pronounced as soon as the beam power starts fading into the exponential decaying phase.  






of the surface due to heat diffusion into the solid target. Comparing these trends with the 
equivalent calculated into FOREV-1/FOREV-2 (figure 4.13), it is noticeable that even 
though the general trend looks similar, the decrease of the surface temperature 
corresponding to the exponential reduction of the power beam flux is very pronounced 
going from 1.3 of the carbon sublimation temperature into vacuum (equals to 4211 K) to 
0.8-0.75 of the same value. So the maximum value calculated here is roughly 5475 K.  
 
Figure 4.13 Calculated surface temperature evolution at plate center in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with FOREV-1/FOREV-2 [6] (reproduced with permission) 
 
This can be only explained with extremely high heat diffusion into the carbon, which 






regarding at least the MK200-UG experiments about the evolution of the surface 
temperature due to the very difficult conditions to perform onto the plate or close to the 
surface reliable and accurate measurements. Using instead values produced into the 
calcualtions by HEIGHTS, we see that the evolution of T surface at the center of the plate 
is very close to the one calcualted with HEIGHTS-PIC. 
 
4.2.2 Power Fluxes & Temperature of the plasma vapor cloud 
Calculated heat target fluxes are shown in figure 4.14 for the central cells of the plate 
into a 6x30 configuration. During the entire disruption time, the radiation dominates the 
target heat load as well as the entire plasma-vapor grid. Direct energy deposition 
absorbed effectively into the target peaks roughly at 1 μs being later on almost entirely 
stopped by the interaction of the plasma particles and carbon vapor cloud. After the first 
few instants and as soon as the power beam flux reaches its maximum (black line), the 
radiation power rate to target also assumes the same profile of the full beam. The hot 
plasma stream at this point is clearly all stopped leaving the surface of the carbon 
material subjected only to radiation. The profile though follows well the exponential 
decay after 45 μs. Two important considerations need to be done here. The first one is 
that the total calculated beam power flux (cyan line) is less than the one effectively 
provided with the beam (black line). This is due to the approximation performed using 
only 6 cells along the target and so 6x6 cells to solve completely the radiation transport 
equation. The method in this case even though well responds to the general methodology 







Figure 4.14 Calculated power fluxes evolution at plate center in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (N=155) 
 
The second consideration is that it is important to check also the geometrical 
distribution and evolution of the power fluxes. In particular figure 4.15 and 4.16 describe 
the calculated and assigned beam power fluxes at 45 μs (end of the full beam) and at 50 







Figure 4.15 Calculated power fluxes along the target at 45 μs in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (N=155) 
 
In both cases even though the global error is very low, it is evident an underestimation of 
the total values of the central cells (where more energy is damped) combined with and 
over estimation of the most distant ones onto the grid itself. At the end it is useful to get a 
more complete picture to observe the trend produced by the simulation suing only 5 







Figure 4.16 Calculated power fluxes along the target at 50 μs in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (N=155) 
 
Even if the trend looks the same ,it is worth noticing that the calculation is much more 
unstable and produces especially for the effective absorbed power flux into plate peak 







Figure 4.17 Calculated power fluxes evolution at plate center in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (N=5) 
 
Comparing with the results proposed by FOREV-1/FOREV-2, it is evident that there 
are important differences. First of all the calculated peak of the target radiation flux in 
HEIGHTS-PIC is about 3 times higher than the one calculated with the other computer 







Figure 4.18 Calculated power fluxes evolution at plate center in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with FOREV-1/FOREV-2 [6] (reproduced with permission) 
 
peaking. In HEIGHTS-PIC, for each computational cell at each time step, both the 
plasma absorption and emission coefficient are evaluated and the radiation transport 
equation solved. This methodology is definitely much more accurate and precise than the 
one used in FOREV-1/FOREV-2 (69 Group Planck opacities and forward reverse method 
for the solution of radiation transport problem). Besides, there is no comparison with the 







The evolution of temperature in the plasma vapor cloud can be followed with the 
following figures looking at both the evolution close to the plate and for the center of the 
plasma along time. Already at 1 μs, the Temperature has raised up to 3 eV and has the  
 
Figure 4.19 Calculated plasma Temperature evolution over the target in a typical MK-
200 experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 1 μs) 
 
typical Gaussian shape. Around 3μs, following the same trend found for the evolution of 
density, the highest temperature is found very close to the target center, while for 








Figure 4.20 Calculated plasma Temperature evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 3.25 μs) 
 
After the first microseconds the temperature of the established vapor cloud over the target 








Figure 4.21 Calculated plasma Temperature evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 7.50 μs) 
 
As time progresses (10 and 25 μs) temperature close to the target stays relatively constant: 
it is evident the formation of a relatively cooler layers of plasma-vapor material very 
close to the target plate proving that the self-screening effect is already in place and 
working well. Plasma in this phase has already started expanding starting to create a 








Figure 4.22 Calculated plasma Temperature evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 25.50 μs) 
 
The central layer close to target remains also cool (around 2 eV) and tends to increase in 
thickness due to upward movement of the ionized particles following the magnetic field. 
Most of the energy damped onto the system at this point is transformed into radiation 










Figure 4.23 Calculated plasma Temperature evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 46.0 μs) 
 
It has to be noticed that examining the values calculated for both plasma density and 
temperature, only one of the two predicted regimes (Radiation losses in FOREV) is found. 
The region close to carbon plasma has high density but low temperature (the maximum 
value reached is below 4 eV) while the coronal plasma which is typically with T =40-70 
eV and much smaller densities, is not found in the outer layer of the carbon plasma [4, 








4.2.3 Pressure, density & electron density of the plasma vapor cloud 
It is very important to examine and understand the behavior of the plasma vapor 
cloud along time both far and in the vicinity of the target. The plasma shield dynamics 
depends on the pressure distribution inside the plasma shield itself and on the externally 
applied magnetic field. Its geometry and intensity is influenced by plasma shield through 
the diamagnetic effect and by its diffusion coefficient in the plasma vapor cloud. Since 
two layers of plasma are with time formed (hot low dense plasma and cold but dense in 
the proximity of the target) both contributing to the diamagnetic effect. The evolution of 
the calculated target plate total pressure at the center is shown in the figure 4.24  
 
Figure 4.24 Calculated pressure evolution at plate center in a typical MK-200 experiment 







At the beginning, pressure increases rapidly following the step rise in power flux 
reaching the plate. Around 2 μs pressure has reached its peak around 180 bar and remains 
roughly constant up to 6-7 μs. At this point, when the vapor start expanding pressure is 
reduced with a liner trend till t=45 μs. After this time the reduction in pressure follows 
almost perfectly the exponential decay. This behavior is very important because the 
variation of the pressure in front of the target is related directly to the variation of the 







































                
(4.1)
 
It is also important to look at the calculated geometrical evolution of the pressure in 









Figure 4.25 Calculated pressure evolution at target plate in a typical MK-200 experiment 
simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC for different times along the plate (t=5-20 μs) 
 
At the beginning, the pressure increases as new particles are produced. As soon as they 
become partially ionized, due to the B field in the vertical direction, they tend to move 
upward creating a diamagnetic effect. This effect which tends to reduce partially and 
locally the magnetic field, produces a reduction in the pressure gradient of the total 
pressure. This resulting pressure gradient drives on outward movement of the cold 








Figure 4.26 Calculated pressure evolution at target plate in a typical MK-200 experiment 
simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC for different times along the plate (t=25-50 μs) 
 
At later times the outward movement is reduced because of the decreased plasma 
shield pressure and due to the diffusion across the perpendicular lines of the magnetic 
field , pressure tends to be relatively higher in the external “wings” (very visible also in 
the density and temperature profiles) and low in the middle. Comparing these calculated 
results with the ones proposed by the FOREV-1/FOREV-2 (Fig. 4.27), the biggest 







PIC pressure is always constantly higher (with peak around 180 bar) than the one 
calculated in [6] (peak around 35-40 bar) and maintains the Gaussian shape at all times. 
 
Figure 4.27 Calculated total pressure evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with FOREV-1/FOREV-2 [6] (reproduced with permission) 
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it is clear that a lateral plasma motion (y direction) occurs only if the magnetic field along 





























The evolution of plasma density is described in the following figures.  
 
Figure 4.28 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 2 μs) 
 
Figure 4.29 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 








Figure 4.30 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 5.25 μs) 
 
Figure 4.31 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 








Figure 4.32 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 8.25 μs) 
 
Figure 4.33 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 








Figure 4.34 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 25.50 μs) 
 
Figure 4.35 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 








Figure 4.36 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 40.0 μs) 
 
Figure 4.37 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 








Figure 4.38 Calculated plasma density evolution at the target in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (at 50.0 μs) 
 
As expected, with time, density close to the target increases due to the vaporized 
carbon from the material that tends then to expand and mix with the incoming plasma 
particles. As time progresses, a thick layer of vapor is formed in front of the plate 
allowing the target plate to be screened from direct plasma impingement. Around 3 μs 
and up to 8 μs formation of “wings” at the sides is evident and confirmed also by a 
similar behavior in the calculations performed by FOREV-1/FOREV-2 even though at 
much later time( recall that the time evolution of the beam here it is different since 
HEIGHTS-PIC is using a step rise). As time progresses there is an outward flow of 
carbon particles that makes the density of the outermost layers almost an order of 







the particles pushed aside of the computational mesh are numerically lost at the 
boundaries, the Gaussian shape of the density evolution becomes very evident as in the 
early instants of the plasma production. After 9 μs or so, since the erosion has already 
stabilized at very low rate, the expansion of the plasma takes place with almost constant 





. Looking instead at the electron density close to the plate, we see that the peak 




so similar to the reported values in the literature and 
also similar at least in the order of magnitude to the ones calculated with FOREV-
1/FOREV-2 [6]. No coronal plasma is found in our calculations, or an expansion of 
several centimeters from target as reported by other computer packages [6].  
 
Figure 4.39 Calculated ELECTRON density of the plasma at the target plate in a typical 








Figure 4.40 Calculated ELECTRON density of the plasma at the target plate in a typical 
MK-200 experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (N=155) (30-50 μs) 
 
Examining the position of the carbon plasma vapor front, the maximum distance from the 
plate is not more than few centimeters. This can be probably justified considering that 
HEIGHTS-PIC beam doesn’t have mixing of plasma DT with the Carbon plasma front 
[35]. The effects of the DT cloud accumulated front are then absent and cannot be 








4.2.4 Benchmarking results with different temporal Beam Evolutions  
 
In this section some other benchmarking calculations are presented. In particular the 
beam linear rise of 5 μs and 10 μs are used in this section. At the base of the choice for a 
different temporal evolution of the MK200-like beam stands the fact that there is 
uncertainty on how the machine itself reaches the full beam of 35 MW/cm
2
 and it is 
highly probably that the full power flux is not reached immediately but with some type of 
rise most probably linear. In addition to that, aim of these different simulations was to 
verify if there were significant differences in the erosion calculation and plasma evolution. 
At the end of this analysis it will be shown they are not significant and this can be related 
to the fact that different temporal beam evolutions provide also slightly different energies 
to the target plate.  
Looking at the evolution of the calculated maximum erosion versus time, it is noticeable  
that the plateau is reached close to the point in which the beam is at full power and it is 
smaller than the STEP RISE case. Once the plasma expansion starts, erosion increases 
smoothly and at a slower pace showing that the screening effect is taking place. Erosion 








Figure 4.41 Calculated erosion profile evolution (10 μs linear rise) in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS- PIC (N=155 sample particles initial loading). 
 
A very similar trend is developed with the 5 μs LINEAR RISE. The final values for both 
simulations are very close to each other providing for the first simulation δXerosion = 0.105 








Figure 4.42 Calculated erosion profile evolution (5 μs linear rise) in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS- PIC (N=155 sample particles initial loading). 
 
The error also calculated for different initial particle loadings (N=5 vs N=155) is 
comparable with the one shown before for the STEP RISE (19.3 % vs. 17%) in both 









Figure 4.43 Calculated erosion profile (5 μs rise) in a typical MK-200 experiment 
simulation with HEIGHTS- PIC (5 vs. 155 sample particles initial loading). 
 
For the calculation of the maximum temperature into the plate, both simulations reach 
maximum values around 5300 K (5341 K for 5 μs LINEAR RISE 5342 K for 10μs 
LINEAR RISE) and are very comparable to the STEP RISE simulation (i.e., 5339 K). 
The main difference stands in when the peak is reached: it corresponds for both cases at 
the time when the maximum power flux is effectively reached. For example here it is 








Figure 4.44 Calculated temperature evolution in a typical MK-200 experiment simulation 
with HEIGHTS-PIC (N=155 Particles/ 10μs linear rise) 
 
Looking for both cases at the power fluxes at the center of the plate (figures 4.45 and 
4.46), they show a similar trend for both cases and comparable again with the STEP 
RISE case. Also in this case and as expected the peak of the calculated power flux is 
reached at 5 μs or 10 μs. The trends appear quite smooth and this due essentially to the 








Figure 4.45 Calculated power fluxes evolution at plate center in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (N=155/ 5 μs rise) 
 
As for the STEP RISE case, the use of relatively coarse grid (6x30) induces some 
difference between the input power beam (black line) and the total calculated (cyan line). 
This difference as seen before will be strongly reduced one the number of cells used for 








Figure 4.46 Calculated power fluxes evolution at plate center in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (N=155 / 10 μs rise) 
 
Also the geometrical distribution of the total calculated beam with respect to the 
originally inputted/assigned one is similar to the STEP RISE case. Looking at figure 4.47 
also in this case an underestimation of the central power flux is present. At the same time 
the wings present an overestimation of the power flux leaving though to total difference 
with the original beam very small and in the same order of magnitude seen for the STEP 








Figure 4.47 Calculated power fluxes along the plate at 45 μs in a typical MK-200 
experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (N=155 / 10 μs rise) 
 
The trends for both pressure and temperature look very similar to the STEP RISE 
case. It is important to notice that in both cases (figure 4.48 and 4.49) there are no 
significant oscillations or numerical instabilities. Both trends look very similar and reach 
roughly the same value of maximum pressure at their respective power flux peak (5 μs 








Figure 4.48 Calculated evolution of pressure at TARGET plate center in a typical MK-
200 experiment simulation with HEIGHTS-PIC (N=155 / 5 μs rise) 
 
Figure 4.49 Calculated evolution of pressure at TARGET plare center in a typical MK-







Evolution of the plasma density and temperature are similar to the STEP RISE case. 
The main difference is in when the maximum temperature is reached (still though equal 
to roughly 3 eV) given the different beam temporal beam evolution.   
In conclusion it can be confirmed as anticipate before that changing the temporal 
evolution of the beam profile (using for example different LINEAR rises) does not 
change significantly any of the main parameters calculated not alter the behavior of the 
plasma itself. 
 
4.3 Benchmark with the HEIGHTS Computer Package 
Simulations have been run with HEIGHTS-PIC in order to reproduce some of the 
published results by HEIGHTS regarding giant ELM impacting on the divertor using 
ITER-like conditions. In particular using the ‘ITER-FEAT Outline Design Report’ [10] 
as basic geometry for our simulations, carbon material divertor was assumed as target 
plate. The magnetic field intensity used is 5 T and the inclination of the field with respect 
to the target plate is 5  . The ELM impinging plasma has been simulated assuming an 
exponential beam shape with the maximum power density profile at the strike point. For 
duration of 0.1 ms, a total of 12.6 MJ of energy (roughly 10% of the total pedestal energy, 
i.e., Giant ELM) reaches the target plate [35]. The e-fold length of the power profile 
above the divertor is 6.7 cm. At the strike point the power density profile peaks at 4.6 
MW/cm
2 
with a minimum at the e-fold length of 1.692 MW/cm
2
. The ITER major radius 
is of 6.5 m while the assumed initial plasma temperature is of E0=3.5 keV. The 
computational domain taken into account extends then for 6.7 cm along the target plate 







making the cell dimensions of 0.67 cm for 0.5 cm. In the second simulation presented 
600 cells were used making the cell dimensions 0.335 cm by 0.5 cm.  No poloidal 
magnetic field is assumed in HEIGHTS-PIC simulations. 
 
4.3.1 Erosion of the divertor plate & Fluxes 
Erosion of the divertor plate is highly influenced by the beam intensity, duration, and 
geometrical distribution above the target [11, 16-17]. Recent studies have pointed out that 
the plasma energy flux reaching the target plate through the scrape off layer has a non-
symmetrical shape similar to an exponential decay. The maximum erosion is then 
expected close to the strike point where the highest power flux is concentrated. Time 
considered for a typical ELM event (100 μs) is too small to allow significant heat transfer 
through the material, so that most of the energy released is spent for the carbon erosion 








Figure 4.50 HEIGHTS-PIC calculated divertor erosion in carbon plasma during a giant 
ELM in ITER-like conditions (GRID 10x30 N=95) [39] 
 
The profile at the end of the simulation performed with 95 sample particles (initial 
loading Figure 4.50) and a grid of 10 cells along the target and 30 cells perpendicular to it, 
shows a maximum erosion value slightly less than 0.06 μm close to the strike point. As 
expected erosion is much less where the beam power deposition is less close to the end of 








Figure 4.51 HEIGHTS-PIC calculated divertor erosion in carbon plasma during a giant 
ELM in ITER-like conditions (GRID 10x30 N=395) 
 
A very similar profile can be obtained with an increased number of cells leading to a 
final maximum erosion close to 0.07 μm. Comparing the obtained results with the ones 
produced by the original HEIGHTS package (figure 4.52,[9]), two things are evident: the 
maximum erosion profile is larger than the one predicted with HEIGHTS-PIC while the 
area covered by the profile itself seems to be wider probably due to more energy reaching 








Figure 4.52 HEIGHTS calculated divertor erosion in carbon plasma during a giant ELM 
in ITER-like conditions [9]  
 
Looking at the evolution of the maximum erosion (close to the striking point) versus 
time (figure 4.54), we see that particles starts being produced very fast (the plate starting 
condition is 3000 K): Three main parts can be distinguished: a first one with a relatively 
fast rise and two more where the rate of growth of erosion is less significant showing a 
more and more efficient screening effect. No flattening can be seen (at least up to 100 μs) 








Figure 4.53 HEIGHTS-PIC calculated divertor erosion time evolution in carbon plasma 
during a giant ELM in ITER-like conditions [39]  
 
Examining the integrated energy profiles deposited onto the target, differences are 
evident. The peak of the energy flux to the target plate is as predicted close to the strike 
point and reaches values of 425 J/cm2. Along the plates then, decays similarly to the 
exponential profile of the power beam deposition.  The impact energy flux has also a 
peak similar to the radiation energy flux and never overcomes 50 J/cm2 while the 
radiation to the ground reaches a peak for the striking point close to 200 J/cm2. Looking 
at the integrated energy profile calculated using HEIGHTS, large differences appear to be 








Figure 4.54 HEIGHTS-PIC calculated divertor impinging energy fluxes in carbon plasma 
during a giant ELM in ITER-like conditions (GRID 10x30) [39]  
 
The calculated integrated radiation profile in the original HEIGHTS [9] appears to be 
much lower than the HEIGHTS-PIC calculated as the peak for the impact energy flux. It 
is difficult to say why those differences are so large. One explanation might be in the fact 
that HEIGHTS-PIC has a fixed geometry which does not compute anything out of the 
assigned boundary. So being the plate a roughly 7 cm long, no other portion of space is 







and does not expand as it would seem into HEIGHTS package where there are significant 
amount of energy released or transported to both the left and above all the right of the  
 
Figure 4.55 HEIGHTS calculated divertor impinging energy fluxes in carbon plasma 
during a giant ELM in ITER-like conditions [9] 
 
ideal computational mesh used by HEIGHTS-PIC. Looking at the power flux profile 
calculated using HEIGHTS-PIC for the striking point region, it is evident how the fluxes 
are distributed. Of the total power flux provided (black line), only a small part effectively 
reaches the plate (blue line) while the total radiation especially for later times would 







type of event. Consistent differences are also reported in the maximum temperature of the 
plasma vapor cloud for HEIGHTS-PIC. This value is close to 19 eV which though it is 
less than 65 eV calculated by HEIGHTS and similar values found in tokamaks 
experiments [9, 14, 37]. At the same time examining closely the power fluxes distribution  
 
Figure 4.56 HEIGHTS PIC calculated divertor impinging power fluxes into target during 
a giant ELM in ITER-like conditions [39] 
 
close to the striking point, a behavior more similar to a disruption is effectively 
encountered since the distribution between the effectively impinging power flux (blue 
line figure 4.56) and full radiation (red line) indicate a high predominance of radiation 







4.3.2 Density of the plasma vapor cloud 
It is also important to look at the evolution of the density in proximity of the target plate. 
As the energy impacts over the plate, it starts heating it up and as time progresses 
production of carbon vapor starts (figure 4.57). As expected at the beginning most of the  
 
Figure 4.57 HEIGHTS PIC calculated density in carbon plasma during a giant ELM in 
ITER-like conditions (at 1μs)  
 
particle production is very close to the striking point where the power flux is higher [39]. 
As time progresses, other particles start being produced along the plate and the profile of 
the plasma density enlarges (figure 4.58): As time keeps progressing (figure 4.59 – 4.62), 








Figure 4.58 HEIGHTS PIC calculated density in carbon plasma during a giant ELM in 
ITER-like conditions (at 25μs)  
  
Figure 4.59 HEIGHTS PIC calculated density in carbon plasma during a giant ELM in 








Figure 4.60 HEIGHTS PIC calculated density in carbon plasma during a giant ELM in 
ITER-like conditions (at 75μs)  
 
Figure 4.61 HEIGHTS PIC calculated density in carbon plasma during a giant ELM in 








At the end of the simulation the carbon plasma/vapor front has reached about 3 cm 
distance from the plate while the cloud is relatively stationary over the divertor plate. 
This distance is close to the evaluation provided for carbon vapor cloud [35]. 
 
4.4 Benchmark with LASER Theoretical and Experimental DATA 
In order to have more benchmarking comparisons, HEIGHTS-PIC has been modified 
to be able to perform numerical laser beam simulation to compare with experimental data 
available into the literature as well as theoretical laser-produced plasma approaches.  
Laser ablation is a well-known method for removing any material form a target surface 
whenever it is irradiated with a high intensity laser. The process of laser ablation involves 
a complex series of physical events starting from a rapid evaporation of the target 
forming a thin layer of very dense gas made of neutrals electrons and ions. As time 
progresses the formed plasma starts interacting with the incoming laser beam photons 
increasing its pressure and temperature rapidly. This interaction is so important that 
governs strongly the ablation rate [17-18].The plume in fact can become so dense that 
can hinder the laser radiation from reaching the target effectively screening it from 
further damage. This phenomenon is also very similar to the one present in similar 
conditions during disruptions and off-normal tokamak events [4]. 
The geometry used is very similar to the one adapted into HEIGHTS-PIC for the 
MK200 facility. The source of the laser is ideally impinging perpendicularly onto the 
carbon plate and the plasma so formed develops being coupled with both the incoming 








Figure 4.62 Schematics of the processes involved in ns laser ablation during the first 
instants of the experiment with approximate timeline of events (similar to [19]) and 
addition of the magnetic field B 
 
The beam used into HEIGHTS-PIC has been modified to mimic numerically a ND:YAG 
laser operating with a Gaussian beam shape at it fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm 
with pulse energy of 400 mJ and 30 ns and total pulse duration 30 ns with FWHM of 10 
ns. The laser spot size on the target has a diameter of 0.1784 cm (area of 2.5 mm
2
) with a 
laser total energy flux close to 16 J/cm
2
 with intensity of 1.6 GW/cm
2 
.The total duration 
of the analysis was 40 ns (fig.4.43). The numerical grid used was coarse being formed by 









Figure 4.63 Temporal and geometrical laser beam evolution for HEIGHTS-PIC laser 
numerical experiments 
 
have dimension of 0.0296cm x 0.033 cm. with the latter one the dimension of the plasma 
expansion. The magnetic field strength was set at 0.5 T. 
 
4.4.1 Theoretical Additions to the original HEIGHTS-PIC models 
The equations of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are solved in 2D 







cell on the top of the target itself. The target heating by the laser beam is described by the 
equation:  






                                                                   
(4.2) 
where T is the temperature, cP is the specific heat, ρ is the density, K is the thermal 
conductivity, R is the target reflectivity of laser photons, α is the graphite absorption,
 )exp(0 dyIIS  with I0 is maximum laser intensity, κ plasma absorption coefficient, 
and y is the axial coordinate.  
There are three main mechanisms for absorption of energy from a laser beam: 
photoionization, electron-ion inverse Bremsstrahlung and electron-neutral inverse 
Bremsstrahlung. While the first one is already considered into our CRE model applied 
into HEIGHTS-PIC, the other two are not. This is due to the fact that for the given 
energies, temperatures and pressures typically present into tokamaks plasmas, the inverse 
Bremsstrahlung radiation contribution is extremely small and so often neglected. This is 
not the case when a laser pulse is applied. For this reason the inverse Bremsstrahlung 
radiation absorption coefficient is calculated as follows [20-21]: 
2/123351037.1  eeIB Tnx 
                                                                  
(4.3)
 
where λ is the wavelength of the laser expressed in μm, ne is the electron density while Te  








4.4.2 Erosion and Fluxes onto target 
The calculated erosion crater formed by the impinging laser and subsequent irradiation 
from the vapor cloud is shown in the figure 4.65. As expected it is fully symmetrical 
reaching a maximum erosion value of 0.3355 μm. This value is very close to erosion  
 
Figure 4.64 Calculated carbon erosion along the plate at 40 ns and after laser pulse 
 
values provided in literature both theoretically and experimentally for similar conditions 
[24,27,32]. Those values were respectively equal to crater depth = 0.36 μm, crater 
depth=0.382 μm and crater depth = 0.25 μm. In all these cases erosion was calculated 
based on the amount of ablated matter using several laser shots ranging from 500 to 3000 







very similar to the value of crater depth = 0.40 µm predicted by the well-known and well 
benchmarked HEIGHTS-LPP package [30] for similar conditions. Looking at the 
evolution of the maximum depth of the crater along time, it is evident that erosion starts 
only when enough energy has been stored into the target plate around 10.8 ns. Once 
plasma starts being produced, erosion increases almost linearly. Close to 17 ns, the rate 
trend bends reaching a saturation point that shows perfect screening from the laser energy 
still quite large at this point. Erosion has reached its maximum point and does not change 
till the end of the simulation.  
 







The value of laser reflectivity used for these simulations is taken from [25-26] and 
provides the variation of carbon reflectivity as a function of the surface temperature. The 
relationship is expressed by: 
)300(1083.221.0)( 5   TxtR
                                                       
(4.4)
 
and it is equal to R = 0.21 at the beginning (T=300 K) and becomes very small at higher 
temperatures (less than 0.05 for T > 6000 K). When plasma starts being formed around 
11 ns, the carbon plate has already reached a surface temperature close to 5000K (as 
shown in figure 4.66) so that its reflectivity according to [25] is calculated roughly equal 
to 0.08 and rapidly diminishing. Since there is still some uncertainty on how carbon 
reflectivity behaves under laser pulse conditions, other possibilities have been examined.  
It has been reported [26, 31] that at ambient temperature reflectivity can be measured 
as equal to values ranging from 0.40 to 0.29. In tokamaks environment carbon materials 
due to their high porosity show lower values (R = 0.22) and seems that reflectivity 
behaves almost independently from surface temperature. For this reason HEIGHTS-PIC 
has been run also with different values of reflectivity, which was kept constant for all 
simulation. Looking at figure 4.67 the differences are immediately evident and are 
consistent with what expected. If the reflectivity remains constant, more energy will be 







Figure 4.66 Calculated carbon erosion evolutions with time during with different 
reflectivity values  
 
With constant reflectivity values (R= 0.40 or R = 0.22) particle production is reduced, 
while for R variable according to [25] , especially at higher temperatures and close to the 








Figure 4.67 Calculated carbon erosion evolutions with different reflectivity values  
(Tsolid initial = 300 K for all 3 cases)  
 
In this case it is very important to examine the evolution of the power fluxes as shown in 
figure 4.69. In fact in the very first nanoseconds of the pulse and up to the time in which 
the temperature in the target has been raised enough to vaporize the material and eject 
particles from the surface (i.e., 10.8 ns), the total laser power flux goes into the target 
which absorbs it fully. Once carbon plasma is formed and vapor particles are produced 







into the plasma itself through photon interaction, reducing the effective amount of power 
reaching the plate. 
 
Figure 4.68 Calculated power fluxes up to 40ns [42]. 
 
As this phenomenon becomes more and more significant, more and more energy is 
absorbed into the plume effectively producing no further damage. The effectively laser 
absorbed power intensity into target drops rapidly towards zero up to a point in which the 
target is totally screened from it and further erosion is eventually produced by the 







figure 4.69. At the end of the pulse, it is noticeable that of the entire energy provided (100% 
blue line) only 22% (red line) has been effectively absorbed into the plate. All the rest 
(black line/ 78%) has been shielded, partially reradiated back (33%) and partially 
absorbed into the plasma itself (45 % cyan line). 
 
Figure 4.69 Calculated integrated energy fluxes along time [42]. 
 
This plot shown how efficient is the screening effect and how energy distribute during the 







models [23]. Radiation intensity is enhanced with respect to the no B field case due to the 
improvement of radial plasma confinement [39].  
 
4.4.3 Carbon Surface Temperature, Plasma density & Temperature 
Temperature in the target evolving along time is plotted in figure 4.71. The temperature is 
calculated at different distances from the plate center and is in agreement with the 
 
Figure 4.70 Evolution of the calculated target temperature along time at different 
locations [42]. 
 
Gaussian laser-beam profile. The peak of the temperature is in the middle and close to 







important to notice that the peak of the temperature is slightly delayed in time with 
respect to the peak of the laser beam and this is due to the diffusion into bulk material: 
the rate of heat transfer into the material follows the characteristics of the material and 
needs some time for the energy to penetrate.  
Values of the electron density and temperature of the plasma are calculated along the 
entire mesh and for each time step. At 40 ns the profile of temperature close to the target 
still has a Gaussian shape. The peak of temperature for the plasma very close to target is 
around 6.6 eV and drops with distance as expected [28]. The comparison with 
experimental data for similar conditions is quite good given the experimental error of ± 
15% for the electron temperature.  
 
Figure 4.71 Calculated plasma temperature profiles close to the target at 40 ns and 







Electron density has a similar profile. The experimental values provided into literature 
report at such close distance to target an error of the measurements around 50-60% for 
electron density [27] so that the comparison can be considered fair.  
 
Figure 4.72 Calculated electron density profiles close to the target at 40 ns and 
comparison with experimental data [27, 42] 
 
It should be pointed out, that HEIGHTS-PIC has, into the solution of the 
hydrodynamics equations, the implementation of the contribution of the magnetic force. 
As observed already [22,29] the presence of the BJ








behavior of the plasma plume with respect to the one expanding for example into vacuum 
having a strong influence on the ionization characteristics as well as on the velocity of the 
plume itself. This translates for axial magnetic field as for HEIGHTS-PIC in a stronger 
confinement close to target. In the experiments examined and compared numerically with 
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS & LIMITS OF THE MODEL 
5.1 Numerical Stability  
HEIGHTS-PIC numerical stability is very important and needs to be discussed. At 
each time step, before the solution is advanced, the Courant Condition is verified in order 
to have a reference δt of time. It is worth recalling that in mathematics, the Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy condition (abbreviated as CFL condition or simply Courant condition) 
is a necessary condition for convergence while solving certain partial differential 
equations (for example hyperbolic PDE) with a numerical approach using finite 
differences to approximate the physical quantities. [1]. Typically once the time step has 
been defined and the length scale also, their ratio has to be smaller than a pre-established 
value in order for the systems of equations to be solved without producing incorrect 
results. HEIGHTS-PIC evaluates the Courant condition, but the numerical δt used for 
advancing the calculations is taken much smaller. In fact the Courant condition is a 
necessary one but not sufficient to get stable solutions. Several simulations have been run 
using HEIGHTS-PIC with several dt (orders of magnitude different) in order to compare 
the results and establish which configuration provided the most numerically stable ones.
The typical values considered were ranging from δt = 10
-4
 μs (just below the smallest 
Courant value calculated which was around 10
-3
 μs) to δt=10
-8
 μs. Results here presented 
are from δt =10
-5
 μs and δt =10
-6







simulations since it is the one that ensures stability of the solution differing from δt = 10
-7
 
μs and δt =10
-8
 μs for a value of less than 3%. It will be important also to evaluate the 
computational time used but the machine once difference δt are applied.  
In the following figures (5.1 and 5.2), it is possible to see the final calculated erosion 
geometrical evolution over the target plate as well as the temporal profile. The case here 
presented is the STEP RISE or quadratic beam for the MK200 geometry with an initial 
loading of N =155 as the previous case presented in chapter 4.  
 









Two main considerations can be done. First of all the final shape of the erosion crater 
appears to be more triangular than before not really recalling the Gaussian shape of the 
beam itself. Second, the final value is about 1.012 μm which, is roughly 10 times larger 
than the one previously calculated. Looking at the temporal evolution of the erosion,  
 
Figure 5.2 Calculated carbon erosion evolution of plate center in a MK200-like 
conditions simulation using HEIGHTS-PIC (step rise) 
 
 it is evident that numerical instabilities prevent the system to have a smooth growth, 
despite the relatively high number of particles initially loaded into the system. This plot 







calculation. In the next figure (5.3), the comparison between the two different simulations 
(δt=10
-5
 μs vs. δt=10
-6
 μs) clearly points out the big difference already noticed.  
 
Figure 5.3 Calculated carbon erosion evolution of plate center in  MK200-like conditions 
simulation using HEIGHTS-PIC (step rise) with different δt 
 
The very different behavior for the calculation of the erosion between the two different 
timings used can be well explained looking at the stability of the calculation for the 







expansion phase, any inaccuracy into the calculation of the pressure, changes drastically 
the erosion rate of the carbon plate. Looking at figure 5.4 this unstable trend is evident. 
 
Figure 5.4 Calculated pressure evolution of plate center in MK200-like conditions 
simulation using HEIGHTS-PIC (step rise) with different δt 
 
As we can notice, even though in the maximum value differences are relatively small, it 
is in the evolution that no physical justification can be found to explain the two sudden 
drops present in the profile. Also, the profile (red line δt =10
-5
 μs) seems not to catch the 







along the plate, the instability in the calculated values is again very evident at all times 
considered (figure 5.5 and 5.6): 
 
Figure 5.5 Calculated pressure evolution of plate center in MK200-like conditions 
simulation using HEIGHTS-PIC (step rise) with δt =10
-5










Figure 5.6 Calculated pressure evolution of plate center in MK200-like conditions 
simulation using HEIGHTS-PIC (step rise) with δt =10
-5
 μs (30-50 μs) 
 
A similar behavior emerges also from other simulations run for the MK200 case with 
both the linear rise of 5 μs and 10 μs. No differences instead exist in both the trend and 
stability of simulation which, were run with δt =10
-7
 μs leading to almost identical results 







5.2 Accuracy of the calculation with increasing N  
Once the stability of the solution has been determined being produced with dt =10
-6
 μs or 
less, several simulation have been run in order to evaluate the accuracy of the solutions 
with different values of the initial particle loadings. In fact, changing the ratio of the mass 
representing per each cell the carbon plasma particles, different but similar simulations 
can be run. Obviously increasing the “representativeness” of the plasma particles, the 
results become more and more accurate despite a considerable increase of computational 
time. Each numerical loop and calculations becomes longer with respect to computational 
time, but provides a better mapping of the values calculated.   
 
Figure 5.7 Calculated carbon erosion along the plate in MK200-like conditions 







The Erosion geometrical evolution along the plate is shown in figure 5.7 with different 
initial particle loadings. As N increases, the erosion value becomes more and more 
accurate as expected. Already for a low number of super particles (N = 25), the value 
appears to be almost as the final one without major differences. For N =155, the profile 
almost does not change. It is also important in this case to evaluate for the stability and 
accuracy of the solution, the profiles calculated at the center of the plate for the pressures 
involved (figure 5.8). 
 
Figure 5.8 Calculated pressure evolution of plate center in MK200-like conditions 







The profiles for N = 25 and N = 155 look very smooth and almost the same. Instead for 
both N = 5 and N = 10, they appear to be different and a bit unstable making the final 
calculation of erosion not that accurate.   
It also interesting to examine another case (step rise) for the same problem (figure 5.9) 
 
Figure 5.9 Calculated carbon erosion along the plate in MK200-like conditions 
simulations using HEIGHTS-PIC (step rise) with different N 
 
In this plot, the value provided by the calculation with N=10 it clearly in contrast with the 







(showing the sensitivity of the calculation to the pressure) looking at the relative plot for 
the evolution of the pressure in front of the plate (figure 5.10):  
 
Figure 5.10 Calculated pressure evolution at plate center in MK200-like conditions 
simulations using HEIGHTS-PIC (step rise) with different N 
 
Looking at the pressure trend, we notice that even though for N=10 it is similar to the 
ones for higher values, it remains unstable with multiple oscillations. The oscillations are 
still evident but much smaller for N=25 while disappear totally for N=155 as expected. 
As final note it is worth noticing that even for higher values of δt, increasing the number 







(5.11) it appears evident that in both cases (N=75 and N=180) the expected Gaussian 
shape for the erosion crater is not respected but a consistent difference exist in the final 
value which is roughly 67% of the originally calculated. This 33 % reduction in the final 
estimate has been reached increasing the initial particle loading from 75 to 180 particles 
and so with an increase of 140% of particle loading.  
 
Figure 5.11 Calculated erosion evolution of plate center in MK200-like conditions 
simulations using HEIGHTS-PIC (10 μs rise with δt=10
-5








5.3 Computational mesh vs numerical stability and computational time 
Another important aspect to examine with attention, is to understand how much changing 
the initial computational grid can influence the stability of the calculation and accuracy of 
the solutions. Also in this case several simulations have been run with HEIGHTS-PIC to 
verify some of these characteristics. There is in fact no doubt that increasing the 
refinement of the computational mesh, more accurate results can be reached. Several 
factors though play a role as the δt chosen for advancing the calculation as well as the 
initial number of particles. As seen already in figure 5.9, the use of more refined grid 
(12x30 with respect to 6x30 of the previous simulations) not necessarily leads to more 
accurate results in absence or the proper δt and N. Looking instead at simulations using 
dt=10
-6
 μs , two main cases have been studied and compared with the original simulations 
for the MK200 (case 6x30): a computational grid of 12x30 and 18x30 have been used 
and all three cases for the evolution of the beam have been examined : step rise , linear 
rise of 5 μs and linear rise of 10 μs. As for the previous simulations an exponential 
decaying part has been used starting at 45 μs and ending at 50 μs. Here results from the 








Figure 5.12 Calculated geometrical erosion evolutions along the plate in MK200-like 
conditions simulations using HEIGHTS-PIC (with δt=10
-6
 μs and 18x30 grids)[21] 
 
As figure 5.12 shows, as expected increasing the number of cells into the computational 
mesh makes the results smoother and increasingly more accurate. In particular it evident 
the difference into the geometrical shape which becomes increasingly more resembling 
the expected Gaussian shape originated from the beam itself. It is also important to notice 
that while the difference is relatively marked from 6x30 to 12x30, not much of a 
difference exists with 12x30 to 18x30 meaning that the saturation level for accuracy has 
been reached. Altogether the improvement in terms of calculated final erosion is only of 








Figure 5.13 Calculated erosion evolutions with time of plate center in MK200-like 
conditions simulations using HEIGHTS-PIC (with δt=10
-6
 μs and 18x30 grids) 
 
In fact in figure 5.13 particles in all 3 cases (6x30, 12x30 and 18x30) start being 
produced around 1 μs while erosion increase rapidly up to the end of the linear rise and 
then evolve almost linearly till the fading phase of the beam. Not much difference so 
exist between 6x30 and 18x30 calculations being the latter only much more smoother as 








Figure 5.14 Calculated geometrical erosion evolution at plate in MK200-like conditions 
simulations using HEIGHTS-PIC (with δt=10
-6
 μs and 18x30 grid) 
 
Examining the geometrical calculated power flux and comparing it with the input from 
the beam (Figure 5.15) it is evident that the augmented number of cells spanning the 
space the results are better and almost perfectly matching the original beam taken in this 
case at 45 μs. The global error also has reached a value of 10
-5
 % which, is a good 
improvement of the already good 10
-3









Figure 5.15 Calculated power fluxes along the plate in MK200-like conditions 
simulations using HEIGHTS-PIC (with δt=10
-6
 μs , 18x30 grid at 45 μs) 
 
It is worth also analyzing the power fluxes profile and compare them. In fact this 
comparison reveals that as expected the 18x30 case calculated total power flux is much 
closer to effective input power than the 6x30 case. Hence the higher accuracy in the value 









Figure 5.16 Calculated power fluxes at plate center in MK200-like conditions simulations 
using HEIGHTS-PIC (with δt=10
-6
 μs , 18x30 grid and 6x30 grid) 
 
In the end some considerations must be done regarding the total machine 
computational time. In fact, so far HEIGHTS-PIC behavior fully respects the particle in 
cell methodology. The increase in computational cells in order to provide more accurate 
and stable results works perfectly but has a strong limitation common to many similar 
techniques: the increase in computational time used by the same machine is not a linear 
factor but has more exponential type of trend. Improved accuracy is reached at the cost of 
increasing in a large amount the computational time. This can be related to the increased 







line, for each of the eight angles chosen the radiation transport equation which uses 
quadrangular grids (i.e. 6x6 , 12x12 or 18x18) covering the entire space. The solution of 
the radiation transport equation in fact takes about 96% of the computational time. Using 
HEIGHTS-PIC in its serial version and running it on the CMUXE computational server 
assembled with Quad sockets AMD Opteron(TM) 6274 Interlagos 2.2GHz having 16 
cores for a total of 64 cores CPU total, the machine time for each simulation has been 
recorded. In figure 5.17 the comparisons for the smaller computional grid (i.e. 6x30) are 
plotted. 
 
Figure 5.17 Calculated computational time in MK200-like conditions simulations using 







Looking at the different values of erosion calculated, as expected for very few 
particles loaded (N=5 to N =25) the total machine time is relatively small: it goes from 34 
hours for the first case, till 75 hours for N =25. For the complete solution of the last case 
(N=155) the machine time taken is of roughly 300 hours (i.e., 294 hours). In the same 
plot, the maximum erosions can be also extrapolated showing that the increase of 
particles produces more accurate results but at the expense of a largely increased 
computational time. It also interesting to see how the trend is absolutely not linear and 
has 2 distinctive phases: the first one is between N=5 to N=25 (with similar global errors). 
In fact an increase of 5 times the number of loaded initial particles, does not produce 5 
times increase in the computational time that goes from 34 to 75 hours.  
The second phase from N=25 to N=155 shows another trend where still increasing the 
number of loaded particles 6 times produces only about 4 times the increase in 
computational time. More evident are those differences if erosion calculations are taken 
into account. In fact as shown before, there is not much of a difference between N=25 
and N=155 while comparing N=5 and N=155 for an accuracy increase of 16 % there is a 
cost of almost 900% of computational power. To be complete the analysis has to include 
not only the number of particles for a fixed computational grid but also a study of 
different grids with roughly the same initial number of particles. This is plotted into 
figure 5.18 where the variation of calculated erosion is plotted against computational time 
and number of particles. As it can be seen for almost identical values of final target 
erosion and for relatively high number of particles there is a net increase of 







accuracy already reached. It is impressive to see that 18.x30 grid for 225 particles loaded 
needs more than 1600 hours of machine time to produce the needed results. 
 
Figure 5.18 Calculated computational time in MK200-like conditions simulations using 
HEIGHTS-PIC on the CMUXE Server (Comparisons 6x30, 12x30 and 18x30) [21]. 
 
This scales of about 6 times the same time needed for the same simulation using 6.x30 
grid and N=155 particles.  
Taking into account what it has been explained so far, it appears clear that there is no 







complex problem that requires a “trade off” type of approach always looking at the final 
goal which, is to produce accurate erosion results and plasma information but in a 
reasonable amount of time. Increasing the number of “super particles” increases the 
“quality” of the information produced up to a point where saturation is reached. 
Increasing further the number of particles will not produce more accurate results, just 
increase computational time (for example as shown in a 6x30 grid simulation passing 
from 25 to 155 initially loaded particles). On the other end, while increasing the number 
of cells will increase the “refinement” of the calculations, if used with δt too big (case of 
12x30 but dt=10
-5
 μs) will not produce any effect and not provide the aimed accuracy. At 
the same time though, it has to be considered that especially when evaluating a new 
geometrical configuration, results significantly close to the final ones can be provided 
also but a relative coarse grids as shown especially for the calculation of erosion. So, in 
the end the choice is in the scientist who applies the rules and has to judge wisely. 
 
5.4 Application of different B fields  
To complete the study of the plasma evolution, several other simulations have been run in 
order to define the characteristics of the plasma and its erosion for different magnetic 
field with respect to the benchmarking conditions. 
The geometry considered for evaluating possible effects one the B field is changed from 
the original configuration studied , are both the MK-200 like and the ELM type. In 
particular the focus has been to identify significant changes in the plasma behavior. For 
the MK200-like experiment [3-5, 9], the magnetic field was set at B=0.50 T (4 times less 







erosion provoked onto the plate (figure 5.19) it is evident that the trend already seen 
before is not significantly changed.  
 
Figure 5.19 Calculated erosions along the plate at 50 μs in MK200-like conditions 
simulations using HEIGHTS-PIC for different B fields (N=155) 
 
Very similar also appear to be the evolution along time with the reduced B field (figure 








Figure 5.20 Calculated erosions evolutions along time in MK200-like conditions 
simulations using HEIGHTS-PIC for different B fields (N=155) 
 
This very similar trend can be justified by the relatively short time of plasma evolution. 
The reduced confinement provided by the smaller B field in the MK200 geometry (B 
perpendicular to the plate) produces a slightly wider erosion footprint but does not 
significantly change the original considerations. At the same time though it has to be 
considered that since typically ELM events as disruptions events have duration of several 
hundred μs [2-6, 11, 13, 19], the hydrodynamics effects of a reduced magnetic 
confinements can be seen producing evident differences acting only after a much longer 







profiles, temperature profiles, and power fluxes. The configuration used is the same of 
the previous chapter and recalls the ITER geometry [11-12, 19]. Differences in all cases 
do exist but are minors and do not show a “completely different” plasma behavior. In 
order to confirm this result, also ELM simulations have been run. This time the magnetic 
field intensity has been chosen equal to B=1 T and so 5 times less than the previous 
simulations. Also in this case all the rest was left unchanged (figures 5.21-22) 
 
Figure 5.21 Calculated erosions along the plate at 100 μs in ITER-like conditions ELM 







As predicted, differences in the erosion are small and evident only at much later times 
(from 60-70 μs). For the ELM case the very shallow angle of the magnetic field will 
affect the evolution of the plasma vapor cloud on top of the plate affecting both plasma 
expansion and radiation [6, 11, 14-16]. In the end as proven in [11] the target plate will 
have a wider erosion footprint due to the less screening provided by the cloud. 
 
Figure 5.22 Calculated erosions along time in ITER-like conditions ELM simulations 
using HEIGHTS-PIC for different B fields (N=95) 
 
This phenomenon is evident in both cases (ELM and MK200) looking at both the final 
densities of the plasma vapor cloud and velocities associated with the super particles. 







is weaker producing less dense (roughly 20 to 30 %) and protective vapor clouds 
allowing a faster escape of the particles out of the boundaries.  
 
5.5 Limitations of the model  
Looking at the results and comparisons so far here presented, some aspects regarding 
the model have emerged. In fact, looking at HEIGHTS-PIC computer package, there are 
several improvements that can be implemented and would reduce some of the limitations 
of the present model. HEIGHTS-PIC has been designed with a fixed geometry in mind. 
Its application to other geometries, more complex and closer to the entire tokamak 
environments would require a redesigning process. In this way also damages created to 
nearby components (the dome for example close to the divertor) would be examined 
providing a more accurate picture of the entire phenomenon.  
Another important improvement that can be inserted into HEIGHTS-PIC is the 
presence of the poloidal magnetic field. Even though not large in magnitude (about 1/10 
of the original toroidal one), its presence as well orientation with respect to the plate and 
to the geometry under investigation, may allow to produce higher velocities of the plasma 
vapor cloud onto the Y-axis direction. In fact, all the movements along the plate during 
the events examined are essentially driven by magnetic diffusion events which would 
results in higher velocities than those calculated if there was a poloidal component. This 
is important especially with respect to the study of “indirect” erosion driven by the effect 
of radiation to the ground and outside the original imprint provided by the beam. In the 
studies done with HEIGHTS-PIC, the values of the radiation to the original exposed 







always below the threshold proven experimentally [14, 18] to produce intense 
evaporation (and so super particles) which, is around 0.20 MJ/m
2
. This value has been 
also confirmed in our models as the bare minimum to be reached in order to start” 
cumulating” significant vapor mass that will lead to the formation of particles.  
It is also very important to define better the beam components. As it is now, 
HEIGHTS-PIC has a beam which creates essentially a thermal imprint onto the target 
plate. Though very flexible in its use, this way of “interpreting” the incoming SOL 
plasma is not necessarily a perfect tool. In HEIGHTS-PIC simulations in fact while the 
carbon vapor front is well interpreted providing a close to target high dense and cool 
plasma [7-8,14-17,19] is unable to provide information about the plasma corona which 
extend much further from the target (several cm) showing much higher temperatures and 
low densities and essentially formed by DT ions, electrons and neutral particles.  
Another consideration should be done regarding the processes that bring to the 
destruction of the carbon-graphite surface under intense power deposition. In fact, 
experimentally [9-10] it has been proven that cracks develop leading to a brittle type of 
failure of the material. At the same time due to the presence of the B field, re-deposition 
of melted material is possible as well as re-deposition from initially ejected chunks of 
material [20]. HEIGHTS-PIC does not have any brittle destruction mechanism or any 
splashing physics into its models and this justifies the existing differences for erosion 
with some specific graphite like the MPG8, which are doped and exhibit a rather 
sensitive behavior to brittle destruction.  
In order to further improve accuracy a new computational strategy for solving the 







code, but rather for a parallel code which balances efficiently the great amount of 
computational power needed for the accurate solution of all components being able to 
distinguish among different “beam zones”. In both the exponential and Gaussian beam 
geometry, the cells interested by higher fluxes generate much more particles which 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis, new methodologies based on particle-in-cell (PIC) technique for the study 
of the effects of plasma instabilities such as Edge Localized Modes, Disruptions, VDE, 
and Runaway Electrons on plasma facing components in a tokamak environment were 
presented.  
The importance of a full understanding of the evolution of plasma under those off-normal 
conditions cannot be stressed enough. In fact plasma facing components are subjected 
during those events to great thermal stresses, fatigue, erosion, sputtering, blistering, and 
structural damage which in the end compromise their lifetime expectancy, their 
performance as well as the ability for the tokamak itself to maintain an effective plasma 
inside the toroidal chamber . With this work we have updated and developed a new 
computer package, i.e., HEIGHTS-PIC, able to examine in a self-consistent way each 
aspect of the physical problem present: a) heat transfer, melting and evaporation of the 
carbon target surface b) plasma material interaction over the surface under power flux 
and c) radiation transport in the plasma vapor cloud. 
Initially a very detailed computational framework was developed in order to properly 
interpret the very complex physical phenomena involved in such phenomena based on







Radiation transport solution models developed based on the direct solution of the 
radiation transport equation with calculation at each time step for each zone of the 
computational mesh of the absorption and emission coefficient have been used to 
accurately solve the physical problem involving plasma material interaction. A new 
approach of the particle-in-cell technique based on use of a fluid dynamic interpretation 
of the plasma produced upon energy imping on a target plate has been updated and 
developed and proposed in this work. The algorithm developed uses super particles 
introduced via a dynamically changing boundary (the target plate) and stacks them in 
each cell according to cell birth position. The particles are 1-D dimensional along the Y 
direction (partition decided at the start of the run) but non-dimensional along the X 
direction perpendicular to the target plate. In order to benchmark HEIGHTS-PIC 
computer package (chapter 4) three main approaches have been followed. The first one 
used the experimental data available for the MK200 plasma gun facility in Troisk, Russia 
in attempt to verify the quality and accuracy of the erosion predictions. Several numerical 
experiments have been conducted using the same experimental configuration. Some of 
the results have also been compared with other computer packages based on different 
numerical methods and have shown also good agreement. The second approach has 
consisted in comparing HEIGHTS-PIC with the original HEIGHTS computer package.  
Even if the methodologies used are also in this case different (Monte Carlo versus 
direct solution of the radiation transport equation, Lagrangian versus particle in cell for 
the solution of the hydrodynamics, and so on) the general agreement can be considered 
very good. Finally, laser produced experimental and theoretical data have also been used 







This leads to some more considerations related to the technique in general. In fact, this 
modified version of particle-in-cell technique coupled with the direct solution of the 
radiation transport equation can be applied in principles to any area of plasma physics, 
from the study of galaxies to the analysis of plasma thrusters for satellites. The flexibility 
and capacity to produce minimum numerical diffusion errors is also very important as the 
possibility to decide a priori the level of complexity and accuracy desired via the initial 
loading of super particles. Numerical stability of the integrated systems can also be 
reached using a wise decision making when establishing the computational step for 
advancement of the calculation well below the simple Courant condition (chapter 5). The 
interpretation of plasma as a fluid provides also more flexibility in the choice of where to 
engage the computational power that in HEIGHTS-PIC is done providing a direct 
solution of the very complex equations 
The models can be expanded transforming them in a fully operating system working 
on a similar fashion of cloud computing which would allow more sophisticated 
geometries as well a three-dimensional approach to the problem. Given the importance of 
different materials for tokamak environments and graphite performance, HEIGHTS-PIC 
should be also integrated with the atomic data for both tungsten and beryllium. The 
accurate solution of the radiation transport can be used to predict once expanded to full 
tokamak geometry, the effective amount of impurities tolerable by the system as well as 
their impact on a local scale and more extended one. Introducing into the models plasma 
turbulent mixing would allow following even more precisely the general behavior and 
study the overall feasibility of the magnetic fusion concept for future energy production. 







should have in mind the full spectrum of the actual limitations of the model and build up 
from there. The full parallelization of the code needs to be done in order to pursue more 
complex geometries. More advanced geometries might consider not only the damage on 
the divertor plate, but also other plasma facing components far from the actual strike 
point. Dust particles and their motion might be also considered into the new models. For 
carbon material, brittle destruction as well as cracking must be implemented and 
integrated into HEIGHTS-PIC: redeposition of the carbon macroscopic particles emitted 
should also be evaluated especially far from the original impact area. Introducing plasma 
mixing into the models would allow for much better understanding and tracking of the 
plasma far from the facing components and possibly evaluation of direct effects into the 

























Appendix A Flow Charts of HEIGHTS-PIC/Hydrodynamics 
A1) Main Program 
In this section, the main program is explained. Initially some data are assigned or loaded 
using the subroutine DATAREAD where many of the code structure are taken from the 
initial unpublished HEIGHTS-PIC code and the parameters needed for the calculation are 
defined or assigned. Among the data provided, the angle of the divertor plate is assigned 
with respect with the XYZ natural axis as well as the type or shape of the beam. A very 
important parameter is dmP0, which is the amount of real particles represented by a 
sample one. The magnetic angle, intensity of the B field and the number of particles 
originally loaded in the cells are also provided. In the main program also the original 
subdivision of the entire domain along the X and Y direction is assigned defining the 
number of cells along those directions. Then once the beam parameters (energy of the 
particles, shape of the beam, and intensity of the impinging power flux) have been 
provided, the program calculates per each cell of the domain above the divertor the local 
intensity and influence on the system. These data will be used for evaluating the energetic 
balance into the cells as well as for the solution of the heat conduction problem into the 
material. Among the several options available we can write in output files the required 
results or execute the radiation transport part. In this case, before calling the subroutine in 
charge for the solution of the radiation transport part, the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy 
condition is also checked to make sure that the new time step calculated is below this 
value for the stability of the solution. Then in order the subroutines GRID, RAYTWO, 








vapor cloud. As a result, the value of the radiation power is known is each cell and can be 
applied later for the calculation of the energy transferred to the target material. Then the 
subroutine HEATBEAM and HEATCOND are called: the first subroutine evaluates the 
power and energy deposited by the beam of plasma onto the divertor plate, while the 
seconds calculates all the energy transferred cell by cell by conduction. Finally the 
subroutine MOTION is called: in this subroutine all the hydrodynamic evolution of the 
plasma and vapor is calculated, as well as the new sample particles eventually generated 
by the erosion of the material. For each cell, velocity, pressure, density, energy is 
calculated. The position of the particles inside the mesh is also evaluated at each time 
step. The subroutine MOTION contains both the Eulerian step and the Lagrangian step 
typical of the PIC technique. In these Appendices only some of the most important 
























It is anyway described in a detailed manner later in this section. Before restarting the  
loop for next time step evaluation, the code checks if it is time to write the partial results 
into the subroutine HOMEDEPO as well if it is time to write in a more extended form 
those results on the screen for viewing by the operator. The flow chart of the MAIN is 
described above. 
A2) Subroutine MOTION 
This subroutine is very important because contains all the hydrodynamics of the 
system and calls several other subroutines to solve single parts of the problem. At the 
beginning it calculates the magnetic field diffusion coefficient in each cell of the domain:  






The values are inversely proportional to the local temperature T. 
Then in sequence calls the subroutine BDIFFUSION , VBOUNDARY and MOVEonXY. 
Into the first subroutine the magnetic field and pressure are calculated in each single cell. 
In the VBOUNDARY subroutine, the velocity of the cloud upper front is calculated using 
the Godunov’s limitation into the rarefactining wave. The Eulerian step of the PIC 
technique is also developed in this subroutine. Finally in the subroutine MOVEonXY 
(explained in detail in the following section) , the motion of the particles in the mesh is 











A3) Subroutine MOVEonXY 
This subroutine calculates for each single cell the energy exchanged and contained. The 
value can be evaluated through:  








Then the value of both the energy and density are smoothed with the use of the 
subroutines SMOOTHE and SMOOTHDEN. The subroutine FIND is called to search 
iteratively for each cell for the new value of the temperature which can be calculated 
knowing the energy of the entire cell. Also the values of the temperature T and the 









Values of the pressure inside each cell are then re-calculated a summation of the 
magnetic pressure along the X and Y axis and the vapor pressure.  








Just before starting the Lagrangian step, the subroutine VMASS is called: it provides 
information about the velocities associated with the inner cells VX,VY,VZ calculating also 









In the Lagrangian step, the particles move once they are eventually produced by the 
subroutine VAPOR. In this subroutine at the same time the heat conduction equation is 
solved implicitly providing also information about the target temperature and the values 
of the fluxes incoming and out-coming from the surface itself. The subroutines ORDER 
and PART are called just after. The first one evaluates the position of the particles front 
(along X and Y) with respect to the position in the mesh and for those that remained in 
the same cell, upgrades, if necessary, the number of particles present in the cells. 
Subroutine PART instead, calculates the new particle parameters on the old net cells. In 
this case the new velocities associated with the cells are calculated as well as the new 
values of the fluxes. 
Then the subroutine CELL is called: it evaluates the new mesh values after the particles 
move on the new net. Values of the velocities, fluxes, masses, magnetic forces, B field 
and energy for each cell are recalculated. Finally before calling the smoothing 
subroutines, the subroutine BOUNDARY is called to evaluate the same properties for the 
















A4) Subroutine VAPOR 
This subroutine is a very important one. The vapor flux is calculated using the model 
explained in a previous section. Once the incoming flux and outgoing flux are calculated, 
it is possible to calculate the net flux, as well as how energy is effectively reaching the 
surface.  









































































This is done taking into account also the contribution from the gas above the surface, the 
plasma cloud and the beam. In this contest the new added erosion thickness can be 
calculated as mass of material lost by the target surface.  
































If the mass produced is enough in this time step to produce with the previous “cumulated” 
a new sample particle, then this is added to the system according to the location of 
generation along the divertor plate.  




















The corresponding energy is also added to the cell and the particle added to the layers of 
particles eventually already “sitting” in layers on top of the material. The position along 
the grid (X and Y) of the new particle is recorded as well as the velocities associated. In 
the end, the implicit method is used to calculate the new temperature of the solid material 
at the new surface and inside the material itself for a depth corresponding up to 100 
sample particles.  
 
A5) Subroutine BDIFFUSION 
In the subroutine BDIFFUSION, the magnetic field and pressure are calculated for the 
entire mesh. Initially the dt used for the increment of time is checked versus the Courant 
condition. In case the dt of time produced by the Courant condition is less than the used 
dt for the calculation than this becomes the dt to be used:  
                                          
diffdXCourantdtPROBE /
2  
The diffusion coefficients are evaluated as an average between bordering cells. Four 
coefficients are calculated according to the direction of the axis (X or Y) and if the mean 
is evaluated backwards or forwards. In this way the solution for the diffusion coefficient 
is smoothed according to the presence or not of particles inside a cell. 








































For calculating the values along X, Y and Z for the B field and for the diffusion 
across it, we need to calculate several subparts. The subroutine starts with the calculation 
of )( BXdiffX

 ; in order to evaluate the partial derivatives along X , Y and Z other 
partial results are required: in fact all values of the B field are averaged for each cell with 
the neighboring cells. In this part of the subroutine BXdot, BYdot and BZdot are 
calculated as follows: 







































































In an analogous way we can calculate:  

































































These partial results will be used later to calculate the values of the partial derivatives. 
Also, along Y and Z axis the formulation of the partial results is the same. At his point, it 
is possible to calculate the values of the partial differentials as XXBX , XYBX , YYBX and 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































At this point it is possible to calculate the value of dB or increment of the B field due to 
the magnetic diffusion and then evaluate the new value of the B field along the axis X, Y 
and Z per each cell of the mesh. Before proceeding, geometrical parameters and angles 
need to be considered recalling also those calculated into the main program: α magnetic 
angle  (= 5   for ELM or tokamak disruption), plate angle which is the divertor plate 
inclination in degrees versus Ynat or the radial direction , tangens defined as the tan(plate 
angle) . In addition we need also to recall the definition of sin0 = sin(plate angle) , cos0 = 








results calculated before and recalling these geometrical definitions we can calculate first 
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So the values of the B field along X can be evaluated as: 
dBdtBB DIFFUSIONXX   
where dtdtDIFFUSION  . Similarly for the evaluation of BY, it can be calculated: 
 
 






























The value of the B field along the Y axis can then be evaluated as: 








For calculating the B value along the Z axis, we need to solve for Bx

 : in order to do 
so, we need first to evaluate the partial differentials of interest: XXBZ , XYBZ , YYBZ and 




















































































































































































































































So, B along Z can be calculated as: 








In the end, after calculating the boundary condition for the ghost point, it is possible to 
calculate also the magnetic force throughout the mesh for each single cell with the use of: 
dScellBZmagFdScellBYmagFdScellBXmagF ZYX  ;;  
where dScell is the dimension of the cells previous calculated. The slow chart of the 


























A6) Subroutine HEATBEAM 
In this subroutine the energy deposited by the plasma beam (disruption) into the vapor 
and onto the target surface is calculated. To do so, the velocity of the ions contained in 
each cell needs also to be known and calculated. The increment or decrement of the 
velocity of ions contained in a cell can be calculated as the ration between the two 



















density  solid for length path ion beam
22
 
Using these definitions, it is easy to calculate the value of the velocity of the ions per 
each cell:  
)1( IONXION dVV   
If the new velocity is calculated with a negative value, than it is posed equal to zero. The 
energy deposited by the beam is calculated proportional to the quadratic value of the ions 
average velocity according to: 
  BEAMYBEAMIONBOUNDARYEXTERNALIONRELATIVE timeSVVQ  22  







Q   
it is also possible to evaluate the value of the pressure of the beam due to the pressure of 








  )cos(/022 angleplatePtimeSVVP BEAMBEAMYBEAMIONBOUNDARYEXTERNALIONBEAM   
In the end in order to calculate the energy deposited by the beam in each cell of the mesh, 
QbeamS is calculated as follows:  
  BEAMYBEAMIONBEAM timeSVSQ 
2
 










At each time step QbeamS is used into the subroutine VAPOR for calculating the energy 
balance of the facing cells just above the divertor plate and by the subroutine MOTION 
in order to calculate the energy present in each cell at the end of each time step.  
 
A7) Subroutine HEATCOND 
In this equation the heat conduction equation into the plasma vapor cloud is solved for 
each single cell so that the values of the heat and flux are known. For this purpose the 
values of the density, temperature and atomic number Z need to be known for each cell. 











 )  
Before calculating the contribution from the electron and ion conduction, the subroutine 
evaluates the status of the ionization inside the charge. If this value is less than 0.1, there 
is no need for calculation the ions and electron contribution. The heat present into the cell 














  . If instead the degree of ionization is not negligible, then 
both electron conduction and ion conduction need to be calculated. Using the transport 












































































































































































































with with  TARGETION AQ  2/46.00  and TARGETA the molecular weight of target 
material (= 12 for carbon). At this point the summation of all heat conduction parts, leads 








In order to calculate the effective values along the X and Y axis, the geometry of the 















































After calculating the boundary condition and the solution for the ghost points, the heat 















































Finally also the total value as sum of the values of X and Y can be calculated for the heat 
of conduction:   
 YXXY QQQ   













































                 
A8) Subroutine PART  
This subroutine with the subroutine CELL is the heart of the hydrodynamic part. In this 
subroutine the new parameters regarding each single cell are calculated using though the 
old net or mesh. After initializing all the main parameters to be calculated to zero, for the 


























 iyixiyixY VYVYV  
Using the information provided in the subroutine VAPOR about the position of the new 
vapor particle front, it is possible to calculate the updated values of the front velocity 
according to their position on the grid (ixC and iyC). Then the new velocities VPX, VPY 











































For the value of V front along the Z axis (VPZ) it is easy to see that: 
iyCixCZPZ VZVV ,  
Finally the values of the momenta along the 3 axis and the energy for each cell can be 
calculated.  If no particles are in cell, the calculation is skipped: 
Nparticles
dScell










































All these values will be used later (subroutine CELL) to recalculate the magnetic forces 










                     
A9) Subroutine CELL  
In this subroutine new mesh values after particles move on new net are calculated. 
Initially all values of interest are initialized to zero. Then using the data relative the 
positions of the particles calculated into subroutine MoveonXY, the updated values for 
the mass, energy and fluxes can be found. Also the updated values for the magnetic force 
can be calculated. With these values, the new values for the B field components can be 





































A10) Subroutine ORDER 
This subroutine is particularly important because contains the particle mover. If there is 











Otherwise using the information regarding the carbon plasma front, it examines one by 
one each cell comparing both along the axis X and the axis Y the position at that time. If 
the front has advanced and overcome the physical boundary of the cell, than the position 
along the grid is updated. At the same time also the vectors MplaceX and MplaceY are 
updated and will be particularly useful when calculating the new momentum and energy 
distribution. This scheme of particle mover is adopted with one significant difference 
between ELM and LASER/MK200 experiments. In fact, in the latters the use of a 








associated will have different signs. This is taken into account creating a perfectly 
symmetrical beam. 
 
A11) Subroutine VBOUNDARY  
This subroutine is developed into the Eulerian step and is used to forecast the velocities 
VX1 of the cell boundary and the velocity of the Plasma vapor cloud upper front. The 
influence of the magnetic field is taken into account as well as the comparison with the 
rarefaction wave (Vsound). Then the velocities of the inner cells are also calculated 
taking into account the pressure of the beam. All boundaries (up, left bottom and right) 
are evaluated. At the end the calculation for the thermal pressure and magnetic one is also 
performed. All quantities are calculated only for those cells which have some super 













































A12) Subroutine VMASS  
This subroutine is similar to the previous one, but focuses more on the calculation of the 
velocities of the inner cells. In this case the velocities of the cells centers are evaluated as 
well as the relative pressures. Also the velocity along Y-axis( plate ) due to diffusion is 
calculated in this phase using the diffusion coefficients for each cell calculated with the 














































               
 
Appendix B Flow Charts of HEIGHTS-PIC/Radiation Transport 
B1) Subroutine RAYTWO 
This subroutine is the heart of the radiation transport calculations. In fact both the 
radiation flux and energy flux are calculated for each cell for both line radiation and 
continuum radiation. It uses the subroutine RADIATION, TRANSCONT and 
TRANSLINE for this purpose evaluating for each cell the Emission and Absorption 
coefficients for both line and continuum radiation. Inputs (temperature of the cell, density 






























B2) Subroutine CHARGE 
In this subroutine the concentration of ions or Carbon ionization is calculated for each 
single cell. If the temperature of the cell is less than the Temperature of carbon 
vaporization the Saha formula is used. If not, then kinetic description is used.  The 







































































If instead the temperature relative to the cell is higher that T of vaporization, then a 
different approach is required. First of all the subroutine RATE is called again to provide 
the frequencies of all physical processes. Then for all interested energy levels, we want to 
know the total frequency of recombination which is produced by the combined effect of 
photon recombination, electron recombination and three-body recombination: 
2
Re3ReRe )( ElectronsncombinatioBodyncombinatioElectronElectronsncombinatioPhotonIONRECOMBINAT ffff  
 
To evaluate the electron density the general formula is used:  
denZdenE   
At this point the frequencies as indicated above are calculated providing also an 




























B3) Subroutine RADIATION 
This subroutine inside the solution for the radiation transport equation is critical: 
absorption and emission coefficient are calculated following the CRE model for each cell, 
while input is plasma density. Both cases for optically thin or thick plasma are examined. 
Initially through the use of the subroutines CHARGE and NZ, calculates Planck radiation 


























Then continuum radiation is calculated using the laws for free-free absorption and 
Kramer’s law for opacity of a medium for each k group: 


























The emission coefficient is here supposed to be equal to the absorption coefficient.  
Three levels of absorption are then considered: main level absorption, inner shells and 
optic level absorption. Finally recombination emission is also evaluated. The Last part of 
the subroutine deals with the LINE radiation which is calculated for each carbon state. 
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